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Abstract / Resume´
Abstract in English
Virtually all combustion chambers are subject to instabilities. Consequently there is
a need to better understand them so as to control them. A possibility is to simulate the
reactive flow within a combustor with the Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) method. However
LES results come at a tremendous computational cost. Another route is to reduce the
complexity of the problem to a simple thermoacoustic Helmholtz wave equation, which can
be solved in the frequency domain as an eigenvalue problem. The coupling between the
flame and the acoustics is then taken into account via proper models. The main drawback
of this latter methodology is that it relies on the zero-Mach number assumption. Hence
all phenomena inherent to mean flow effects are neglected. The present thesis aims to
provide a novel strategy to introduce back some mean flow effects within the zero-Mach
number framework. In a first part, the proper way to impose high-speed elements such
as a turbine is investigated. The second part focuses on the coupling between acoustics
and temperature heterogeneities that are naturally generated at the flame and convected
downstream by the flow. Such phenomenon is important because it is responsible for
indirect combustion noise that may drive a thermoacoustic instability. A Delayed En-
tropy Coupled Boundary Condition (DECBC) is then derived in order to account for this
latter mechanism in the framework of a Helmholtz solver where the baseline flow is as-
sumed at rest. In the last part, a realistic aero-engine combustor that features a mixed
acoustic/entropy instability is studied. The methodology developed in the present the-
sis is tested and compared to LES computations. It is shown that computations with
the Helmholtz solver can reproduce a complex combustion instability, and that this lat-
ter methodology is a potential tool to design new combustors so as to predict and avoid
combustion instabilities.
Keywords: Combustion instabilities, Large-Eddy Simulation, indirect combus-
tion noise, mixed-modes, low-order thermoacoustic models.
Abstract / Resume´
Re´sume´ en Franc¸ais
Pratiquement toutes les chambres de combustion pre´sentent des instabilite´s. Par
conse´quent, il est ne´cessaire de mieux les comprendre afin de les controˆler. Une possibilite´
est de simuler l’e´coulement re´actif a` l’inte´rieur d’une chambre de combustion graˆce a` la
Simulation aux Grandes Echelles (SGE). Cependant la SGE est tre`s couˆteuse en terme
de capacite´ de calcul. Une autre possibilite´ est de re´duire la complexite´ du proble`me a`
une simple e´quation d’onde thermoacoustique (e´quation dite de Helmholtz), qui peut eˆtre
re´solue fre´quentiellement comme un proble`me aux valeurs propres. Le couplage entre
l’acoustique et la flamme est alors prise en compte au travers des mode`les approprie´s.
Le principal proble`me de cette me´thode est qu’elle repose sur l’hypothe`se d’un nombre
de Mach nul. Tous les phenome`nes lies´ a` l’e´coulement moyen sont donc ne´glige´s. La
pre´sente the`se propose une nouvelle strate´gie pour prendre en compte certains effets de
l’e´coulement dans un contexte a` Mach nul. Dans une premie`re partie, la manie`re la
plus judicieuse d’imposer un e´lement pre´sentant un e´coulement tre`s rapide est e´tudie´e.
La seconde partie se focalise sur le couplage entre l’acoustique et les he´te´rogene´ites de
temperature qui sont ge´ne´re´es par la flamme et naturellement convecte´es par l’e´coulement
moyen. Ce phe´nome`ne est important car il est responsable du bruit indirect de combustion
qui peut conduire a` une instabilite´ thermoacoustique. Un nouveau type de condition
limite (DECBC) est propose´ afin de prendre en compte ce me´chanisme dans un contexte
de re´solution de l’e´quation de Helmholtz a` Mach nul. Dans la dernie`re partie, une chambre
de combustion ae´ronautique pre´sentant une instabilite´ mixte acoustique/entropique est
etudie´e. Le be´ne´fice des me´thodes de´veloppe´es dans la pre´sente the`se est teste´ et compare´
a` des calculs avec la SGE. Il est montre´ que les calculs avec un solver de Helmholtz
peut reproduire une instabilite´ de combustion complexe, et que cet outil s’ave`re avoir le
potentiel pre´dire les instabilite´s afin de concevoir de nouvelles chambres de combustion.
Mots clefs : Instabilite´s de combustion, Simulation Grandes Echelles, bruit
indirect de combustion, modes mixtes, mode´lisation thermoacoustique bas-
ordre.
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General introduction
Les hommes se souviennent mal qu’on leur a de´fendu, e´tant enfants, d’ouvrir le ventre
des pantins... (c’est de´ja` un crime de le`se-myste`re): ils continuent a` vouloir fourrer leur
esthe´tique nez la` ou` il n’a que faire. S’ils ne cre`vent plus de pantins, ils expliquent,
de´montent et, froidement, tuent le myste`re: c’est plus commode et alors on peut causer.
Monsieur Croche (Claude Debussy)
As recalled by Candel et al. (2013) in a review of advances in combustion for propulsion
applications, despite the fact that man mastered fire half a million years ago, the science
of combustion is much more recent. In his own words concerning the evolution of aviation:
One may wonder how we got from there to here in just 100 years, from the 30 m Wright
brothers flight to the transportation of an astounding 4000 billion revenue passenger-km
(RPK) per year. However, the theories are far from delivering all the secrets of combustion
and engineers did not wait for Science to develop machines for the incredible achievements
cited above.
Combustion is used first because the chemical reactions that take place in a combustor
generate a very large energy. As recalled by Sawyer (2009) combustion provides more
than 90 % of the energy in the world, not only for transportation but also for industrial,
agrarian and, of course, domestic applications. Although alternative sources are emerging,
such as wind or solar energies, their efficiency is limited and the production of energy will
remain combustion in the next decades. However this source of energy is facing several
problems:
• burning any kind of fuels generates air pollution that directly affects health,
• although this is a matter subject to controversy, the climate is changing and com-
bustion does not seem unconcerned to this phenomenon,
• there is no debate that fossil resources are not infinite and that they will be depleted
one day.
While new forms of fuels or energy sources are currently under study for the future,
existing systems must be improved so as to face the challenges cited above. Concerning
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the aeronautical domain, since 2001 the Advisory Council for Aeronautics Research in
Europe (ACARE) has set several objectives to 2050 through the Flightpath 2050 project.
To cite a few:
• reduce fuel consumption and CO2 emissions by 75 % per passenger kilometer,
• reduce nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions by 90 %,
• reduce perceived noise by 65 %.
Most of the aeronautical propulsion relies on gas turbine engines, because they provide
a large power compared to their size and weight and can be embedded on planes. Moreover
they are reliable machines and operate on a wide variety of fuels. Note that gas turbines are
not only devoted to aircraft engines but also cover a broad range of applications including
electricity generation or water and sewage pumping stations. The power output also varies
depending on the machine. For example the SIEMENS largest ground-based gas turbine
for electricity generation can provide up to 350 MW and has a weight of approx. 440 t.
For an order of magnitude, in the aeronautical context the A400M turboprop TP400 has
a maximum power of approx. 8 MW for a weight of less than 2000 kg.
The main idea of a gas turbine is to convert the motion of a gas into a mechanical
motion. For the story, the premises of this kind of machine go back to the Ancient Greek
civilisation around 150 BC, with the Hero’s aeolipile (see Fig. 1, left). The application
of this invention is not really known, maybe it was for education purpose. A much more
practical use of the gas turbine principle was provided by Leonardo Da Vinci with his
Chimney Jack (see Fig. 1, right). The hot air rising from a fire under a roasting pork
passes through an axial turbine in an exhaust duct, which convert the energy into a
motion that turns the roasting spit. It is a perpetual motion that is self-sustaining as long
as there is combustion.
Figure 1 - Premises of the gas turbine. Left: The Aeolipile of Hero. Right: The Chimney
Jack of Leonardo Da Vinci
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Apart from these anecdotes, the modern industrial gas turbine goes back to the begin-
ning of the 20th century. It is mainly composed of three major components: a compressor,
a combustion chamber and a turbine. The air passes through the compressor so as to get
a high pressure and enters in the combustor where it is mixed with a fuel. The burned gas
are ejected downstream through an exhaust. To increase the efficiency, a turbine recovers
the energy so as to transfer it through the compressor which is on the same axis.
In order to achieve the objectives of reduction of pollution and consumption, manu-
facturers are facing a great challenge because gas turbines have achieved a high level of
complexity and efficiency optimisation, and now the smallest change can destabilise the
overall system. One of the new concepts for combustion technology recently developed
is lean combustion (see Huang & Yang, 2009; Lieuwen & Yang, 2005). Fuel and air are
premixed upstream of the combustor to avoid the flame to burn at the stoichiometry. The
flame takes place in a zone where the air is in excess, which has the effect to reduce the
flame temperature and consequently also the thermal NOx formation. Due to a higher
combustion efficiency a reduction of formed CO is also achieved. Unfortunately, these
lean-burn conditions often result in the occurrence of instabilities, since combustion tends
to occur near the lean blow-out limit (Venkataraman et al., 1999) which is more susceptible
to unstable combustion dynamics.
Combustion Instabilities
Instabilities are resulting from a driving process which generates a perturbation in the
reacting flow that couples back with a resonant interaction. As simply explained by Huang
& Yang (2009), two fundamental causes are responsible for the occurrence of instabilities
in combustion systems:
• combustion chambers are almost entirely closed and the damping internal processes
are too weak to attenuate unsteady motions;
• only a small fraction of the energy released by chemical reactions (less than 0.001%)
is sufficient to drive unsteady motions having peak amplitudes of the order of the
mean chamber pressure.
Basically this mechanism is cyclic and involves time lags. Depending on the phase
shift between a driving process and the time response of the flow, a constructive coupling
can lead the overall system to accumulate energy that may lead to strong, sustained
fluctuations. Virtually all kinds of combustion engines such as gas-turbines, aeronautical
turbines or rocket engines experience instabilities at some stage of their design or life-cycle.
Combustion instabilities have many undesirable effects such as large-amplitude struc-
tural vibrations, flame flashback or blowoff, or an abnormally high temperature of the wall
of the combustor. The consequences of combustion instabilities range from loss of perfor-
mance or premature fatigue of materials to a possible mechanical failure or destruction
of the system. Figure 2 presents pictures of a combustor before and after being damaged
3
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by an instability. Combustion instabilities are a very broad field and an important review
of the driving mechanisms may be found in the literature (Kotake, 1975; Candel, 2002;
Ducruix et al., 2003; Lieuwen, 2003; Culick & Kuentzmann, 2006; Candel et al., 2009;
Huang & Yang, 2009; DeGoey et al., 2011; Poinsot & Veynante, 2011; Swaminathan &
Bray, 2011; Candel et al., 2013).
Figure 2 - Combustor damaged by a combustion instability. Left: initial combustion
system. Right: damaged combustion system. Reproduced from Huang & Yang (2009).
Following Barre`re & Williams (1969), combustion instabilities may be distinguished
between three classes:
• Intrinsic instabilities which are inherent to motions induced by the flame itself on its
own field, like Darrieus-Landau or thermo-diffusive instabilities. They are observed
in the absence of any external influences.
• Chamber instabilities which are essentially related to the acoustic modes of the
chamber that interact with the flame. Flame/acoustic coupling is a process that has
been observed for a long time, either visually by noting that the flames in a fish-tail
gas burner enjoy the music of Beethoven (see Leconte, 1858) or either by hearing the
sound produced by a flame in a tube at a particular location (see Rijke, 1859). This
latter device was first studied by Rayleigh (1878). An extensive review of the so-
called Rijke tube can be found in the literature (see Raun et al., 1993). Basically the
idea is that the flame is a source of acoustic-pressure fluctuations (Kotake, 1975),
and when placed in a location where fluctuations of pressure may occur such as
near a pressure anti-node, the acoustic eigenmodes of the system can be excited and
oscillate as long as the flame exists. In order to determine if a system is stable or
not, Rayleigh (1878) has developed a well-known Rayleigh criteria. Formally it is
often written as ∫
V
p′q′ dV > 0 (1)
where V is the volume of the combustor while p′ and q′ are the fluctuations of
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pressure and heat release rate, respectively. Basically this criterion states that the
combustor is unstable when the pressure and heat release rate fluctuations over the
combustor volume are in phase. This criterion is somewhat simplistic and the sta-
bility of a thermoacoustic system should be rather studied with a more rigorous
theoretical framework based on acoustic or disturbance energy balance (see §1.2 for
more details). Moreoever, one should notice that not only flame/acoustic coupling
can exist in a chamber. Vortex roll-up due to shear-flow instability near the wall of
the chamber may also be a source of flame perturbation (Renard et al., 2000). This
latter mechanism is most often encountered in rockets and ramjets, and most com-
mon combustion instabilities encountered in gas turbines rely on a thermo-acoustic
path.
• System instabilities involve various components of the configuration. In practical
systems, the combustion chamber is not alone but coupled to a casing by complex
injection systems like a swirler, or by multiperforated cooling plates. A compressor
and a turbine are also present on both sides of the chamber. All of these compo-
nents have a potential interaction with the flame and the overall stability may be
affected. For example, temperature fluctuations generated by the unsteady flame
can be convected by the mean flow to the downstream nozzle. It is well known
(Marble & Candel, 1977) that temperature fluctuations impacting a nozzle generate
pressure fluctuations. This driving process may couple back with the flame. This
latter mechanism is one of the main subjects of the present thesis and will be studied
in detail in the following chapters.
It is worth noting that manufacturers want to avoid combustion instabilities and need to
understand them so as to control them. Experiments on practical industrial configurations
are possible, but they are costly and do not permit to access to the fundamental processes of
the combustion. Moreover, the experiments allow especially to observe from a macroscopic
point of view the existence of problems rather than to predict them. The prediction of
combustion instabilities at an early design stage is a challenging task, especially because
all mechanisms as well as their interactions in a practical context are not fully understood.
The control of combustion instabilities a posteriori is possible and rely on the addition
of passive acoustic dampers such as liners or Helmholtz resonator so as to enhance the
rate of absorption of acoustic energy (see Dupe`re & Dowling, 2005; Noiray et al., 2007;
Zhao & Morgans, 2009). It is also possible to act on the flame dynamics by modification
of the manifold that injects reactants inside the combustor. The combustion region can
becomes less susceptible to perturbations. Active control techniques proved to be efficient
on academic combustors (see Bloxsidge et al., 1988; McManus et al., 1993; Annaswamy
& Ghoniem, 2002; Candel, 2002; Dowling & Morgans, 2005; Morgans & Dowling, 2007).
However the use of such methods are difficult because of certification constraints. Indeed,
active control methods are based on measurements techniques that detect the instability
so as to act on different parts of the system, such as the modulation of the fuel mass-flow
rate or the modification of acoustic boundary conditions by a loudspeaker. The addition
of a such a closed feedback loop in the overall system is critical because the risk of failure
due to model-based approximations may enhance an instability (Annaswamy et al., 1997).
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Consequently, there is a need for a better understanding of combustion instabilities at
the fundamental level, but also the development of tools that can predict them at an early
design stage. The next section is devoted to a review of the different methods that can
help to understand and predict combustion instabilities.
Prediction of combustion instabilities
Before describing the different methods that allow to predict combustion instabilities, one
should introduce first the typical behaviour of an instability in a combustor. The time
evolution of the pressure signal recorded in a combustor when a combustion instability
is triggered at t = 0 is depicted in Fig. 3. The overall evolution of the instability can be
decomposed into three zones:
• a linear zone where the oscillations appear and follow an exponential growth;
• the amplitudes do not grow indefinitely and reach a saturation characterised by a
limit-cycle, the non-linear effects are here essential;
• the transition between the linear and non-linear zone quite often exhibit an overshoot
period.
Note that in certain thermoacoustic systems, hysteresis and bifurcation effects may be
encountered (Mariappan & Sujith, 2011). Depending on the amplitude and the frequency
of a perturbation, the response of the system may not follow a linear evolution (Balachan-
dran et al., 2005; Palies et al., 2011). Moreover, a linearly stable combustor, i.e. that
does not pulse spontaneously, may be triggered by ambient noise or high amplitude per-
turbations and reach an unstable behaviour (Balasubramanian & Sujith, 2008; Juniper,
2011).
In principle, a direct numerical resolution of the unsteady reacting Navier-Stokes equa-
tions allows one to predict combustion instabilities. Due to the augmentation of compu-
tational resources and advances in higher order numerical methods so as to get extremely
precise schemes, the Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) of the equations is possible in
three dimensions but still limited to laboratory scale flames and to low Reynolds flows.
DNS has been used extensively to investigate fundamental turbulence-chemistry interac-
tions in combustion topics so as to understand and validates theoretical models (Trouve´
& Poinsot, 1994; Poinsot et al., 1996; Vervisch & Poinsot, 1998; Echekki & Chen, 2003;
Hawkes & Chen, 2004). At the opposite end of the spectrum, the Reynolds-Averaged-
Navier-Stokes (RANS) methods only compute averaged values without solving any tur-
bulent quantities. The central difficulty of the RANS method is that it mostly relies on
models for turbulence and flow-flame interactions (Poinsot & Veynante, 2011). Although
the accuracy of such an approach when dealing with reacting turbulent flows is highly
questionable, this method has found great interest in engineering due to the coarse mesh
involved and small restitution times for results.
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Figure 3 - Typical pressure signal of the time evolution of a combustion instability.
Reproduced from Poinsot & Veynante (2011).
Halfway between DNS and RANS methods, Large Eddy Simulation (LES) constitutes
an interesting alternative for numerical computations of reacting flows. The mean idea of
this latter method is to simulate the large scale eddies in the flow which contain most of
the energy, while the small scales are represented by subgrid models. Hence, the filtering
operation is directly related to the grid mesh resolution. One difficulty raised by the
LES is that the spatial filtering of the equations leads to unresolved terms such as the
Reynolds stresses or the heat release and reaction rates. These terms need to be modelled
so as to resolve the flame front on a LES grid. However, as thermo-acoustic instability
involves large scale structures which are calculated explicitly, the LES provides a relevant
description of turbulence/combustion/acoustic interactions that occur in the combustion
chamber. This means that the LES covers all the zones described in Fig. 3 and is virtually
able to reproduce all non-linear effects. Several studies using Large Eddy Simulations have
shown the potential of this method, even for realistic engine geometries and operating
points (Pitsch, 2006; Schmitt et al., 2007; Wolf et al., 2012a; Gicquel et al., 2012).
However LES results still come at a tremendous computational cost, impractical for the
study of design or operating conditions variations and faster tools are required. A natural
approach is to reduce the complexity of the problem by using a linearised formulation of
the equations. Basically the main idea is to decompose the flow into two components:
a mean part and a fluctuating part. As the conservation equation for mass, momentum
and energy are satisfied for the mean flow field, one may deduce a set of equations for
the perturbations containing only first order terms. This approach focuses on solving the
perturbations equations and the mean flow field is not a part of the solution and must
be determined beforehand. Moreover, the interaction of the flame with the acoustic field
needs to be described by an appropriate model. Basically it relies on the observation
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of the response of the flame to a perturbation. One may then deduce a so-called flame
transfer function (FTF) that relates the unsteady heat release to acoustic quantities at
reference locations (Schuller et al., 2003b; Truffin & Poinsot, 2005). The flame is then often
modelled as a purely acoustic element thanks to a n − τ type of model (Crocco, 1952),
n being a gain while τ is a time delay (which may also be replaced by a phase). Note
that this model relies on a linear description of the flame, the parameters n and τ being
frequency dependent. More details about the n − τ active flame model are available in
Appendix B. The FTF can be obtained either experimentally (Durox et al., 2005; Kornilov
et al., 2007), numerically (Polifke et al., 2001b; Giauque et al., 2008) or by semi-analytical
models such as the resolution of the G-equation (Schuller et al., 2003a). Note that the
n− τ model is rather a simple linear representation of the flame and has been extended to
a weakly non-linear characterisation with the concept of flame describing functions (FDF)
by Noiray et al. (2008). The main idea of FDF is that parameters n and τ depend both
on the amplitude and the frequency of the perturbations. The FDF framework has been
extensively used to investigate the non-linear dynamic of flames, for example by Durox
et al. (2009) for several different flame geometries and by Kim & Hochgreb (2012) who
focus on the effects of nonuniform reactant stratification.
As viscous effects can be neglected in the description of the acoustic problem, it is
possible to solve either in the frequency or temporal domain a set of 3D Linearised Euler
Equations (LEE) derived from the Navier-Stokes equations. Five equations are needed
so as to represent the reactive flow where the local unsteady heat release appears as a
forcing term, which is responsible for combustion noise and thermoacoustic instabilities.
The LEE approach gives an accurate representation of the physical thermoacoustic phe-
nomena (Nicoud & Wieczorek, 2009; Yu et al., 2010) at a reasonable computational cost.
However, solving LEE requires numerical schemes that are subject to instability and spe-
cific numerical techniques must be used, such as the addition of artificial viscosity or
filtering operations (Agarwal et al., 2004; Rao & Morris, 2006).
A natural approach is to characterise the solutions of the problem by its stable/unstable
modes in the frequency domain. Low-order methods focus on the acoustic problem by mod-
elling the configuration as a network of unidimensional ducts where the wave propagation
is solved analytically (Dowling, 1995) or by signal processing techniques (Polifke et al.,
2001b). Changes in the geometry or mean flow properties, such as temperature, density or
sound velocity, are taken into account by jump conditions at the interface of each segment.
The acoustic quantities are related to the amplitudes of the forward and backward waves,
also known as Riemann invariants, which are determined to satisfy all jump relations and
boundary conditions. The set of equations can be solved as an eigenvalue problem, giving
a discrete set of complex frequencies which are the roots of a dispersion relation in the
complex plane. The real part gives information about the frequency of the oscillation,
while the imaginary part represents the amplitude of the damping or amplification of the
instability. Despite the fact that the implementation and the use is rather straightforward
even for 3D configurations (Parmentier et al., 2012), making it an adaptive method for
the industry, the strong approximations that must be made to the geometry make this
one-dimensional network approach hardly predictive in complex industrial combustors.
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Another way to simplify the LEE approach while keeping an accurate description of the
3D geometry is to assume that the mean flow is at rest, often referred to as the zero-Mach
number approximation. Under this assumption, an approximate linear wave equation for
the amplitude pˆ(x) of the pressure perturbations p′(x, t) = pˆ(x) exp(−jωt) in reacting
flows may be derived from the Navier-Stokes equations (see Poinsot & Veynante, 2011)
and reads:
ρ (x) c2 (x) ∇ ⋅ ( 1
ρ(x)∇pˆ(x)) + ω2pˆ(x) = jω (γ(x) − 1) qˆ(x) (2)
where qˆ(x) is the amplitude of the unsteady heat release q′(x, t) = qˆ(x) exp(−jωt), ρ is
the density, c the speed of sound and ω is the complex angular frequency. In order to close
the problem, the flame is modelled as a purely acoustic element thanks to a n − τ type
of model (Crocco, 1952); Eq. (2) is referred as the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation
and then corresponds to a non-linear eigenvalue problem which can be solved by using
appropriate discretisation techniques and numerical algorithms (Nicoud et al., 2007). The
main advantage of this method is its small computational burden while keeping a realistic
geometry. The main drawback is that only acoustic perturbations are accounted for,
since vorticity and entropy waves do not propagate when the mean flow is at rest. The
effects of convection on the acoustic waves are also neglected. Nevertheless, this method
offers great flexibility for physical modelling and systematic variation of input parameters.
For example, the flame transfer function that represents flame/acoustic interaction or
the acoustic absorption by multi-perforated plates have been successfully implemented
into a three-dimensional Helmholtz solver (Nicoud et al., 2007; Gullaud et al., 2009).
Combined with LES, this approach proved useful to gain understanding on the structure
and nature of the instabilities observed in industrial burners (Selle et al., 2006; Wolf et al.,
2012b). One should notice that frequency domain methods are devoted to assess the
growth/decay rate of an unstable mode, meaning that they are restricted to the linear
zone of the thermoacoustic system (see Fig. 3). However, a recent study conducted by
Silva et al. (2013) has shown that the non-linear behaviour of an academical combustor
and the limit-cycle amplitudes of the instability can be reproduced with the help of the
FDF framework (Noiray et al., 2008).
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About the zero-Mach number assumption
When seeking the thermoacoustic fluctuations in a combustor, the most natural strategy
consists of computing the whole engine (cf. Fig. 4.a). In this case, one should use the
LES/LEE approach because the Mach number, M , is usually not small in the compressor
and the turbine. An alternative solution is to use the Helmholtz approach Eq. (2) in the
combustion chamber, where M << 1 while accounting for the upstream and downstream
elements through appropriate boundary conditions (cf. Fig. 4.b), namely a complex-
valued impedance noted Z. These impedances can be deduced from transfer functions
describing the response of acoustic elements to acoustic or entropic perturbations, either
under the compact hypothesis (Marble & Candel, 1977) or by solving the LEE numerically
(Lamarque & Poinsot, 2008) or analytically (Duran & Moreau, 2013).
Figure 4 - Schematic view of the proposed modelling strategy. Figure (a): The whole
domain is computed while taking the mean flow into account. Figure (b): The combustion
chamber is solved under the zero-Mach number assumption. The acoustic environment
from compressor and turbine is accounted for through impedances.
At least two difficulties arise when using a Helmholtz solver (thus assuming M = 0) for
the combustion chamber and complex impedances as boundary conditions:
• The impedance must be consistent with the zero-Mach number assumption although
it represents an acoustic element where the mean flow is not at rest. Moreover, this
impedance must be imposed at a location in the combustion chamber where the
Mach number is small.
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• As shown by many authors (see Morfey, 1973; Ffowcs-Williams & Howe, 1975; Howe,
1975; Marble & Candel, 1977), entropy fluctuations accelerated in a region where
the mean flow is not homogeneous, which is the case when the combustor opens
onto a high pressure distributor, generate acoustic waves. Acoustic waves transmit-
ted through the distributor produce indirect combustion noise, while acoustic waves
travelling back to the flame may trigger low-frequency resonant modes called rum-
ble (Polifke et al., 2001a; Bloxsidge et al., 1988). This important mechanism for
combustion instabilities is not accounted for in a Helmholtz solver, since entropy
fluctuations do not propagate if the mean flow is at rest.
It has been demonstrated by Nicoud & Wieczorek (2009) and Wieczorek (2010) that the
zero-Mach number assumption can lead to significant errors for the prediction of both the
frequency and the growth rate of combustion instabilities, suggesting that improvements
are required for the two items cited above. Since accounting for the non zero-Mach number
terms in the equations leads to a drastic increase in the complexity of the problem (Rao
& Morris, 2006), the aim of this thesis is to propose models that account for these effects
while keeping the simplicity and flexibility of a Helmholtz solver.
About indirect combustion noise and entropy/acoustic mixed
modes
A classical mechanism for combustion instability is a constructive coupling between acous-
tic waves and the unsteady combustion that arises when pressure and heat release fluc-
tuations are in phase (see Rayleigh, 1878; Lieuwen & Yang, 2005; Culick & Kuentzmann,
2006). Another mechanism that may also support self-sustained instabilities relies on
the acoustic perturbations induced by entropy spots (temperature and/or mixture het-
erogeneities) being generated in the flame region and evacuated through the downstream
nozzle. This latter mechanism is called indirect combustion noise when its contribution
to the whole noise outside the combustion chamber is studied (Marble & Candel, 1977;
Cumpsty & Marble, 1977; Bake et al., 2009; Howe, 2010; Miles, 2010; Leyko et al., 2011;
Duran et al., 2013). However, the contribution of this mechanism to the unstable be-
haviour of air-flames remains controversial.
• One reason is that purely thermo-acoustic arguments usually allow the observed
instabilities to be explained very nicely in most cases (McManus et al., 1993; Candel
et al., 2009).
• Another reason is that many interactions between chemistry, hydrodynamic and
acoustics (Ducruix et al., 2003; DeGoey et al., 2011) are involved when dealing
with combustors equipped with multi-staged, co-rotating swirlers (Wang et al., 2007;
Huang & Yang, 2009) and/or effusion-cooled walls (Hughes & Dowling, 1990; Mendez
& Eldredge, 2009; Scarpato et al., 2012) that couple the combustion chamber to a
plenum and a casing. Identifying the entropy noise generation as the mechanism
which feeds the acoustic field and leads to an unstable regime is thus challenging.
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• At last, basic experiments studied in labs are usually operated at atmospheric pres-
sure (Lawn et al., 2004; Kornilov et al., 2009; Karimi et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2010)
to ease the technological issues. This means that the combustor chamber is not con-
nected to a choked nozzle, eliminating any contribution of the indirect noise effect
ab initio.
Knowledge about mixed acoustic-entropy combustion instabilities goes back to the
history of rocket engines and ramjet in the 1950s. Earlier works focused on the downstream
nozzle that ends the flame tube. Tsien (1952) formulated a transfer function at the
entrance of the nozzle via the derivation of an impedance, modelling the damping or
increasing contribution of the device. The problem was reformulated later by Zinn (1972)
and Morfey (1973) in terms of acoustic energy balance. Multiple works dedicated to
the characterisation of the nozzle impedance emerged in the 70’s. Bohn (1977) for the
subsonic case, as well as Marble & Candel (1977) for both subsonic and supersonic cases,
derived the reflection/transmission coefficients for impinging acoustic and entropic waves
under the zero frequency limit (compact nozzle assumption). This approach was later
extended to the non-compact cases by Moase et al. (2007) and Goh & Morgans (2011),
and generalised for both subsonic and choked flows with and without shock wave by Duran
& Moreau (2013).
It must be noted that the influence of the nozzle on the combustion zone located
upstream is most of the times not accounted for. For example, experiments (Bell et al.,
1973; Zinn et al., 1973) or numerical studies (Bloy, 1979) focused on the acoustic response
of nozzles for several flow parameters (influence of the Mach number or amplitudes of
temperature spot) and its sensitivity to the geometry details (sharpness, area contraction
effects). Purely mathematical models (Ffowcs-Williams & Howe, 1975) addressed the
problem from the noise radiation point of view via the derivation of Green functions.
Concerning the interaction mechanism between the combustion and the indirect noise
generated at nozzles, to the authors knowledge the first attempt to develop an analytical
theory goes back to the works of Abouseif et al. (1984), closely followed by Keller et al.
(1985). They found that the time lag characteristic of temperature spots detached from
the flame and convected to the nozzle could add a new family of eigenmodes affecting the
overall stability of the system. However, as recalled by Yu et al. (1991), there was a lack
of experimental evidence on the contribution of a mixed, convective mode to the flame
instability. Despite the fact that this latter work focused on the interaction between vortex
and nozzle, the results can be extrapolated to the interaction between entropy and acoustic
modes and constitute a first step to outline that the instability mechanism relies on the
combination of acoustic and convective time lags. Contrary to the indirect combustion
noise, the vortex shedding and its interaction with the acoustics is an important part of
the stability of solid rocket engines and many studies are devoted to this subject (Vuillot,
1995; Chedevergne et al., 2012). The experimental study that enlightened the role of the
indirect noise on combustion instability was performed by Macquisten & Dowling (1994),
who observed that the flame burning in a simple tube could be strongly affected by the
addition of a nozzle. However it was just an observation which was not followed by a
modelling effort.
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The works cited above were motivated by the study of rocket engines and ramjets.
The subject has taken a renewed gain of interest with the development of lean premixed
combustor for gas turbines, especially in the aeronautical application where these engines
cover a wide range of operating points and are more prone to combustion instabilities
due to the technological choices. The complexity of such systems has naturally led to the
development of low-order methods to predict thermo-acoustic instabilities. More compre-
hensive works about low-order modelling of combustion instability (Keller, 1995; Dowling
& Stow, 2003; You et al., 2005) rely on the resolution of a wave equation governing the
oscillatory field in the chamber. Complemented by experiments (Hield et al., 2009; Yu
et al., 2010; Sisco et al., 2011) these low order models show that a new family of instability
modes that depends on the mean flow velocity may exist. However, as pointed out by Eck-
stein et al. (2006), one important issue is that the influence of indirect combustion noise is
not systematic and a low-frequency instability may appear even without the presence of a
nozzle, and vice-versa. Some elements of response were provided by Polifke et al. (2001a)
who showed that entropy and acoustic waves may have a constructive or destructive phase
dependency, as well as Sattelmayer (2003) who argued that entropy spots are submitted
to strong dilution (mixing) due to the highly turbulent nature of the flow in practical
combustors. Recent numerical study by Morgans et al. (2013) suggests however that the
amount of dissipation of entropy spots convected by a turbulent flow may remain moder-
ate. The importance of the entropy wave dissipation in mixed modes introduced a new
mechanism to consider in models which did not have to be considered for purely acoustic
unstable modes which are only marginally affected by wave dissipation. The effects of dis-
sipation and dispersion on unstable mixed modes have been investigated in a recent study
by Goh & Morgans (2013). They confirmed that entropy waves can destabilise a stable
combustor, but can also have a stabilising effect on an unstable configuration. Moreover,
some configurations can exhibit a mode switch between unstable modes. However, despite
the fundamental interest of these studies, they still rely on 1D low-order methods and
simple academic configurations.
Only a few numerical studies have been performed to reproduce a mixed entropy-
acoustic combustion instability in an air-breathing combustor. Zhu et al. (2001) and
Yao et al. (2012) considered an academic combustor and applied the Reynolds Averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) methods although the accuracy of this approach when dealing with
reacting turbulent flows is highly questionable. Unsteady RANS computations have been
performed by Hochgreb et al. (2013) in an academic combustor. These authors found
that the mechanism of convection of entropy spots to the downstream nozzle has a key-
role on the establishment of a self-sustained thermoacoustic oscillation, whose computed
frequency match the experiments. Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) is now recognised as
appropriate (although CPU demanding) to deal with flame dynamics related issues, with
or without coupling with acoustics (see Pitsch, 2006; Schmitt et al., 2007; Wolf et al.,
2012b; Gicquel et al., 2012). LES was used to investigate the noise generated by the
impact of acoustic and entropy waves on nozzles or turbine stages (see Bodony, 2009;
Duran et al., 2013). However to the authors knowledge no LES study deals specifically
with a mixed entropy-acoustic instability.
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Thesis objectives and organisation
This thesis is devoted to the analysis and the modelling of mean flow convective effects on
combustion instabilities. It is expected that Large-Eddy Simulations are able to reproduce
such effects in realistic configurations, but the restitution time for results is very long,
especially when dealing with low-frequency instability that requires recording a significant
time signal. The strategy depicted in Fig. 4.b is then a good candidate to get similar
results in a very short computational time, because the joint use of a Helmholtz solver
combined with analytical models does not require a huge computational effort.
The Helmholtz equation (2) relies on the so-called zero-Mach number assumption stat-
ing that the mean velocity is very small compared to the speed of sound. Nicoud &
Wieczorek (2009) suggest that the domain of validity of the zero-mean-flow assumption
might be rather small. Nevertheless, this somewhat restrictive assumption is necessary
to derive a wave equation for the thermoacoustic perturbations superimposed to a non
isentropic baseline flow, the alternative being to use the complete set of Linearised Euler
Equations. Unfortunately, this would make the computational effort needed to compute
the thermoacoustic modes significantly larger (five coupled equations being solved for)
than what is required when dealing with Eq. (2). Being able to (partly) account for the
non zero-Mach number effects without relying on the LEEs is therefore desirable.
Chapter 1 focuses on the purely aeroacoustic effects induced by the presence of a mean
flow in a configuration. It is shown that a mean flow has a damping effect on the acous-
tic modes. The theoretical derivation of a conservation energy balance for the acoustic
perturbation shows that the energy absorption originating from the mechanical work dur-
ing the convection process mostly appears through the energy flux formulation. When
using a Helmholtz solver, it is shown that the zero-Mach number assumption introduces
an energy flux mismatch at the boundary conditions. A theoretical study based on an
analytical asymptotic expansion of the energy flux shows that it is possible to reduce the
error introduced by the zero-Mach number assumption by imposing the right energy flux
through boundaries via a proper formulation of the impedances. Comparisons between
a LEE and a Helmholtz solver show that the damping rates of the eigenmodes is well
estimated for different Mach number when using the proper impedance formulation.
Eq. (2) does not support entropy waves. Thus the acoustic generation due to the en-
tropy spot being accelerated in the nozzle/turbine located downstream of the combustion
chamber is not accounted for. As explained above the production of sound by acceler-
ation of entropy fluctuations is a key phenomenon when dealing with combustion noise
and neglecting this acoustic source when studying thermoacoustic instabilities is question-
able. Chapter 2 is devoted to the development of a methodology to introduce the coupling
between entropy and acoustic waves through boundary conditions. The methodology is de-
composed into two parts: first, as the entropy variable does not exist in the computational
domain, it must be modelled by a so-called transfer function. Then, the entropy variable is
related to the acoustic variable via the imposition of a proper boundary condition, which
has been named Delayed Entropy Coupled Boundary Condition (DECBC).
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In chapter 3, a realistic gas turbine combustor provided by SAFRAN is studied. Dur-
ing experiments, this combustion chamber exhibited a strong low-frequency instability for
some operating points and was stable otherwise. Large-Eddy Simulations are performed
on two operating points, one which exhibits an instability and another one which is sta-
ble. LES is able to reproduce the behaviour of the combustor and results in terms of
frequency and pressure amplitudes are close to the experiments. In order to understand
the mechanism that underlies the combustion instability, a Dynamic Mode Decomposi-
tion is performed and shows that the instability is driven by the convection of temperature
pockets from the flame to the exit nozzle. Hence, this configuration is a good candidate
to apply the DECBC method within a zero-Mach number framework. The Helmholtz
computation coupled with the DECBC approach are able to reproduce the instability in a
short computational time. This demonstrates that this instability is indeed driven by the
noise generated by strong entropy fluctuations being convected through the nozzle. To
the authors knowledge, this is the first time that such instability is identified in an aero-
engine configuration. Finally, a sensitivity study with the Helmholtz solver coupled with
DECBC is performed to optimise the shapes of the downstream nozzle. It is shown that
for certain geometry of the nozzle, the growth rate of the unstable mode can be reduced.
LES computations with an extended geometry of the nozzle confirm that the combustion
instability can be significantly attenuated with the proposed methodology.
A schematic representation of the organisation of the thesis is depicted in Fig. 5. Note
that some parts of the geometry are hidden for confidentiality reasons.
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Figure 5 - Schematic view of the organisation of the thesis. Some parts of the geometry
are hidden for confidentiality reasons.
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In order to assess combustion instabilities in a gas turbine engine, the strategy devel-
oped in the present thesis relies on the use of a Helmholtz solver so as to compute the
thermoacoustic problem inside the combustor. Such a method solves the acoustic pressure
equation as an eigenvalue problem and provides both the frequency and growth rate of
the associated instability. However the zero-Mach number assumption used to derive the
Helmholtz equation is not applicable to the high-speed elements surrounding the com-
bustor, as for example the compressor or the turbine. As stated in the introduction, the
chosen strategy is to model such elements under the form of an impedance that will be
applied as a boundary condition to the Helmholtz domain (cf. Fig. 4.b).
The purpose of this chapter is to assess the proper way to formulate an impedance
at the interface of the zero/non-zero Mach number domains. Before any mathematical
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development, the properties of acoustics in a non-quiescent flow are briefly reviewed in §1.1
by taking some key examples from the aeroacoustic literature. Equations and impedance
formulations are proposed in §1.2, while §1.3 is devoted to the modelling of a simple
application case. Finally results are presented and discussed in §1.4.
1.1 About acoustics in a non-quiescent flow
Acoustics is a discipline that is found in practically all scientific and engineering applica-
tions as well as in the everyday life of humans. As recalled by Pierce (1981) acoustics is the
science of sound, where the term sound is not only about the human sensation of hearing,
but is referred to any mechanical wave motion. Basically he defines the notion of a wave
as an oscillatory disturbance that propagates from a source. This somewhat rudimentary
statement goes back to the ancient Greek civilisation and the legend says that philoso-
phers such as Pythagoras (550 B.C.) were teaching mathematics with the help of musical
acoustic theories. The physical laws of acoustics were first established in the 17th century
by Galileo and Marin Mersenne, this latter one also referred as the father of acoustics (see
Pierce, 1981; Bohn, 1988). The advances in mathematics and calculus techniques during
the 19th century allowed the emergence of strong theories of acoustics, especially with the
monumental works of Helmholtz (1877) and Rayleigh (1894). The industrial revolution
and the increasing technological developments have allowed acoustics to spread in all areas
and be an actor of major revolutionary advances, such as sound recording and transmis-
sions with the telephone or the radio, detection of submarines, medical care or, for our
concern, knowledge in combustion instabilities.
Most practical applications deal with the basic aspects of acoustics where the waves
propagate in a medium at rest. Several reference textbooks (see Morse & Ingard, 1968;
Pierce, 1981) are dedicated to the underlying theories but the propagation of acoustic
waves in a moving media is succinctly treated. When the effects of a flow become non
negligible as to interact with the acoustics, physical theories and applications move to the
so-called branch of aeroacoustics (see Howe, 2003; Rienstra & Hirschberg, 2003). A close
look at the literature shows that the acoustics is split between theories that take into ac-
count the mean flow and others that neglect it. This is particularly of our interest because
the present study concerns the interface where a zero-Mach number domain coincide with
a finite Mach number element.
The separation between communities that take into account the mean flow or not is
particularly put in evidence by Ingard & Singhal (1975), who explain in a simple manner
the effects of a mean flow on the acoustics of a simple tube with an open end. To the au-
thors knowledge, this is one of the first theoretical and experimental work that investigate
the mean flow effects in term of damping of eigenmodes as well as the impact of the Mach
number on the acoustic reflection coefficient (ratio between a reflected and an impacting
acoustic wave) at the open end. This latter point is crucial, because as already mentioned
by Meyer et al. (1972), the acoustic reflection coefficient takes values superior to unity
when the Mach number increase. This is particularly surprising since it would mean that
an acoustic wave traveling in the tube to the open end output comes back amplified. The
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authors suggest that the vorticity generated at the edge of the end of the tube could be
converted into noise that enters back into the tube. It is also argued that the reflection co-
efficient should be taken in the sense of energy rather than pressure. The energy reflection
coefficient is then formulated by the multiplication of the pressure reflection coefficient by
a term (1−M)/(1+M) where M is the Mach number and should not exceed unity. This
is partially true but it will be demonstrated later either experimentally by Peters et al.
(1993) or theoretically by Munt (1990) that depending on the geometry of the end of the
tube, the energy reflection coefficient can also take values superior to unity under certain
flow conditions.
These observations are controversial because a confusion is made between the sound
generated by the flow, by turbulence for example, and the fact that the mean flow itself
has an impact on the wave propagation. The correction term (1 −M)/(1 +M) refers to
this latter point. This is also why some authors (Ingard & Singhal, 1975; Davies et al.,
1980; Davies, 1987) apply empirical correction terms to their formulations of the reflection
coefficient to capture the sound generation coupled with the flow and to fit experiments.
In the works of Munt (1990) the sound generated by the jet outside the tube is explicitly a
source term in the formulation of the reflection coefficient and is responsible for the peak
response superior to unity, despite the correction term (1 −M)/(1 +M) that models the
damping flow effects inside the tube.
On the other hand, the introduction of flow effects in the acoustics has also been widely
debated during the establishment of a theory of the aerodynamic sound. As reviewed by
Howe (1975), the first major contribution goes back to the works of Lighthill (1952, 1954)
which derived a stationary, scalar inhomogeneous wave operator where the sound genera-
tion is shifted in a source term. The main drawback is that the mean flow in not taken into
account in the wave operator, the fluid being assumed at rest and extended to the entire
space, and the interactions between acoustics and the flow are encapsulated in a distribu-
tion of equivalent sources terms which must be known a priori. The mean flow has been
introduced in the wave operator by Phillips (1960) which derived an inhomogeneous con-
vected wave equation for the pressure where the moving flow velocity appears in the time
derivative. Unfortunately, as pointed out by Lilley (1974), this latter approach is based
on the hypothesis that the convected wave operator correctly describes the propagation
of small disturbances through a medium of variable mean properties, which is not usually
correct especially in shear-flow problems. Indeed, theses cases contain sources terms that
are linear in the acoustic perturbation and should be included in the propagation operator.
The derivation of a generalised acoustic field theory is a controversial subject, especially
when dealing with reactive flow and is not the matter of the present thesis. The reader is
invited to investigate the literature (see Powell, 1990; Tam, 1998; Goldstein, 2003; Rienstra
& Hirschberg, 2003). An important point that emerges from the theories derived from the
Lighthill’s analogy is that they are convenient when dealing on the sound produced by
the flow, but fails to considers the counter part of a the flow perturbed by the acoustic
field. When such a feedback is significant (for example when dealing with homentropic
low Mach number flow), the concept of vortex sound introduced by Powell (1964) is most
appropriate. Based upon this statement, Howe (1975) proposes to define the acoustic field
as an unsteady scalar potential flow. From this point the pressure variable does not satisfy
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the inhomogeneous convected wave equation and Howe (1975) proposes to use rather the
fluctuating total stagnation enthalpy as state variable. Under that form, the vorticity is
directly responsible for the generation of sound and appears explicitly in the source terms
of the wave equation.
The use of the fluctuating total enthalpy as a state variable to derive a generalised
acoustic field has been mathematically demonstrated by Doak (1998). The choice of such
a state variable appears in a systematic manner in aeroacoustic studies. To cite a few,
Hofmans et al. (2001) studied the acoustic response of a diaphragm which is crossed by
a jet and constructed their analytical model with the fluctuating total enthalpy variable.
Such a choice was also followed by Dupe`re & Dowling (2001) as well as Eldredge & Dowling
(2003) to model the absorption of sound near abrupt area expansions or close to perforated
liners with a bias flow. In an experimental point of view, Karlsson & A˚bom (2010) convert
the pressure measured by microphones into fluctuating mass and total enthalpy so as to
construct scattering matrix of T-junctions with the presence of a mean flow.
What emerges from this brief overview is that the choice of the fluctuating pressure
variable, which is natural when dealing with acoustics in a zero-Mach number domain
such as a Helmholtz solver, is questionable when computing the impedance of high-speed
elements such as a turbine or a compressor. As explained in this overview, the subject is
controversial and the use of another set of state variables is a good candidate to solve this
question. However, there is a need to develop a theoretical background that supports this
statement. In the following section, the problem of connecting non-zero and zero Mach
number elements is then addressed with the help of an energy flux analysis which suggests
a method to introduce non zero-Mach effects at nozzles terminating combustion chamber
in a zero Mach number solver.
1.2 Energy considerations
An important property of boundary conditions in an acoustic solver is to ensure that the
energy flux that crosses the frontiers is correctly predicted. An interesting starting point
is to go back to the definition of the principle of the energy conservation, which may be
written into the general form:
∂E
∂t
+∇ ⋅F = P (1.1)
where E represents the energy density evolution in a medium, F the energy flux through
boundaries and P a source term for the rate of energy production or dissipation per unit
volume. The form of Eq. (1.1) is convenient, because it becomes a conservation law when
integrated over an arbitrary fixed volume V and the term ∇ ⋅F can be re-expressed as a
surface integral by means of the Gauss’ theorem:
∫
V
∇ ⋅F dV = ∫
S
F ⋅ n dS (1.2)
where n is the outward unit vector that defines the normal direction of the surface S. As
pointed out by Pierce (1981), such equation is an energy corollary, which means that it
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is just an intellectual concept that reformulates the fundamental acoustic equations. This
corollary adds nothing to the physics but facilitates the description of the problem by
a phenomenological modelling. In other words, Eq. (1.1) represents a temporal balance
between a source or a sink of energy inside the domain and the incoming or leaving energy
flux through the boundaries. Such a balance is then a useful tool to derive a stability
criterion of the system, especially in combustion to predict if the coupling between a flame
and the acoustics could lead to an uncontrolled accumulation of energy inside a combustor.
1.2.1 Forms of energy corollary
However the main drawback of this energy corollary is that it depends on what is used
for E and that multiple possibilities exist for E (Chu, 1965; Nicoud & Poinsot, 2005).
Basically the main idea is to start from the conservation equations of mass, momentum
and energy. The reader is invited to consult the classical textbooks for more details on the
origin of these equations (see Batchelor, 1967; Landau & Lifchitz, 1987). In the absence
of body forces, it gives the following set of equations:
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∂(ρui)
∂xi
= 0 (1.3)
∂uj
∂t
+ ui∂uj
∂xi
+ 1
ρ
∂p
∂xj
= 1
ρ
∂τi,j
∂xi
(1.4)
∂s
∂t
+ ui ∂s
∂xi
= Q
ρ
(1.5)
where ρ is the density, ui,j are the components of the velocity vector u, p is the thermo-
dynamic pressure and s is the specific entropy. Q is an energy source term related to the
heat addition to the volume and τi,j denotes the components of the viscous stress tensor.
As the acoustic discipline focuses on perturbations in a flow, an intense discussion
on the appropriate expression of the energy corollary has shaken the community during
the last decades, especially because the different proposed expressions do not hold for all
applications. Two major corollaries emerged:
• The principle of acoustic energy has been developed first by Cantrell & Hart (1964)
for homentropic, irrotational flows in a cavity, and generalised later by Morfey
(1971) for non-isentropic, heat-conducting viscous flows. The idea is to linearise
the set of conservation laws governing the fluid motion described at Eqs. (1.3) to
(1.5). Each quantity φ(x, t) is decomposed into a mean and a fluctuating part
φ(x, t) = φ(x) + φ′(x, t) where the hypothesis made is that fluctuations are small
compared to the mean values (i.e. φ′ << φ) and that mean values are not time
dependant. The linearisation at the first order of Eqs. (1.3) to (1.5) then becomes:
∂(ρ + ρ′)
∂t
+ (u + u′)∇(ρ + ρ′) + (ρ + ρ′)∇ ⋅ (u + u′) = 0 (1.6)
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(ρ + ρ′)∂(u + u′)
∂t
+ (ρ + ρ′)(u + u′) ⋅ ∇(u + u′) +∇(p + p′) = Ψ′ (1.7)
∂(s + s′)
∂t
+ (u + u′)∇(s + s′) = r q + q′
p + p′ (1.8)
where Ψ is defined such that Ψj = (1/ρ)(∂τi,j/∂xi). The energy source term Q in
Eq. (1.5) has been reformulated as Q = q/T , where T the absolute temperature, q the
rate of heat release per unit of volume and r the universal gas constant that appears
after application of the state equation p = ρrT . Of course the mean flow field is
supposed to obey to the conservation law, leading to the following set of equations:
Dρ
Dt
= −ρ∇ ⋅ u (1.9)
ρ
Du
Dt
= −∇p +Ψ (1.10)
Ds
Dt
= r q
p
(1.11)
where
D(⋅)
Dt
is the particular derivative
∂(⋅)
∂t
+ u ⋅ ∇(⋅).
It is then possible to combine Eqs. (1.6) to (1.8) so as to reformulate the following
second order acoustic energy corollary :
∂Ea
∂t
+∇ ⋅Fa = Pa (1.12)
with
Ea = 1
2
p′2
ρ c2
+ 1
2
ρu′2 + u ⋅ u′ p′
c2
(1.13)
Fa = p′u′ + u
ρ c2
p′2 + u2
c2
p′u′ + ρu ⋅ u′2 (1.14)
One must note that Morfey (1971) splits the disturbance velocity field into irro-
tational and solenoidal components which are defined as the acoustic (u) and the
unsteady vortical (w) motions, respectively. At boundaries, the perturbations in
the energy flux Fa only involve the fluctuating pressure and acoustic velocity vari-
ables. Any resulting entropy or vortical disturbances are shifted to the source term
Pa, not described here for sake of simplicity, but extensively detailed in the study of
Bloxsidge et al. (1988). However, this definition is problematic, especially in reacting
flows, because velocity disturbances may be associated with convective disturbances
such as entropy heterogeneities. One should note that the Rayleigh criterion term
p′q′ appears in Pa. Hence, from Eq. (1.12), the stability of a thermoacoustic system
is driven by the balance between energy sources/sink terms contained in Pa and
energy flux Fa at boundaries.
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• However, as pointed out by Candel (1975), this principle may be not completely
satisfactory, especially when dealing with geometrical acoustic in nozzles or reacting
configurations that involve thermal related energy terms. This leads to the other
principle of disturbances energy, derived by Chu (1965) and Pierce (1981) for zero-
mean flow and generalised by Myers (1991) for arbitrary disturbances in steady flows.
The main idea of this principle is that the equation for the energy associated with
disturbances is not derived by handling algebraic combination of the linearised mass
and momentum equations, but directly by expanding and linearising the following
general energy equation for the fluid:
∂(ρJ − p)
∂t
+∇ ⋅ (Jm) −m ⋅Ψ − TQ = 0 (1.15)
which introduces the total stagnation enthalpy J and mass flux m, defined as:
J = h + u2
2
and m = ρu (1.16)
where h = e + p/ρ is the specific enthalpy and e the internal energy.
After quite heavy algebra it then comes the following expression of the disturbance
energy density Ed and energy flux Fd:
Ed = 1
2
p′2
ρ c2
+ 1
2
ρu′2 + u ⋅ u′ p′
c2
+ ρ Ts′2
2Cp
(1.17)
Fd = m′(J ′ − Ts′) −m′ (τ
ρ
)′ +m T ′s′ + T ′ (Q
T
)′ (1.18)
The disturbances energy principle considers that not only acoustic perturbations are
part of the disturbances energy, but that a proper energy also involves correlations
terms between entropy and acoustic fluctuations that appear into the energy density
and energy flux.
Currently, the establishment of an universal formulation for the energy of fluctuations
has not yet reached a consensus. It is especially true in the combustion community be-
cause this raises the question of the choice of a proper criterion to study the stability
of thermoacoustic systems. Nicoud & Poinsot (2005) argued that the so-called Rayleigh
criterion, derived from an energy balance within the zero-Mach number assumption and
based on the product of fluctuations of pressure and rate of heat release, should be wrong
and must be extended to includes fluctuations of entropy. This idea was also demon-
strated by Brear et al. (2012) who extended the works of Myers (1991) to reacting flows
by including species and chemical non-equilibrium, and computed the disturbance energy
balance with the help of Direct Numerical Simulations of a premixed flame. In addition,
whatever the formulation of the Rayleigh criterion, it must be noted that it represents an
incomplete description of the overall stability of the thermoacoustic system and must be
completed by a close look at the energy flux leaving or entering the domain.
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Recall that the purpose of this chapter is to assess the proper way to formulate an
acoustic impedance at the interface of zero/non-zero Mach number domains and that the
present study is restricted to homentropic irrotational flows. As shown by Myers (1991),
in such as particular case, the disturbances energy principle reduces to the acoustic energy
principle of Cantrell & Hart (1964) because all terms related to entropy or vorticity are
dropped to zero. In other words, Eq. (1.18) reduces to Eq. (1.14). As Eq. (1.1) holds
at each location and time, it is however convenient to consider integrated versions of this
equation. Since we restrict ourselves to the linear approximation, the instantaneous value
of the acoustic energy is not as important as its evolution after one period of oscillation T .
Hence the energy flux through a boundary with the presence of a mean flow takes the
following form:
FM≠0 = ∫ T
0
∫ S
0
(p′u′ + u
ρ c2
p′2 + u2
c2
p′u′ + ρu ⋅ u′2) ⋅ n dS dt (1.19)
Introducing first J ′ and m′ the linearised isentropic fluctuating parts of the total enthalpy
(J = CpT + u2/2) and the mass flow rate (m = ρu), respectively:
J ′ = p′
ρ
+ u ⋅ u′ (1.20)
m′ = ρ u′ + u p′
c2
(1.21)
Eq. (1.19) may then be recast to the following expression:
FM≠0 = ∫ T
0
∫
S
J ′m′ ⋅ n dS dt (1.22)
Considering acoustics in the zero-Mach number limit (u = 0) leads to the following
expression, specific to the Helmholtz equation:
FM=0 = ∫ T
0
∫
S
p′u′ ⋅ n dS dt (1.23)
1.2.2 Impedances and flux mismatch
Following the approach described in Fig. 4.b, only the combustion chamber is solved for
using a Helmholtz solver while finite-Mach-number effects in the compressor, turbine,
nozzle, etc. are accounted for only through boundary conditions by solving the LEE
either analytically (Duran & Moreau, 2013) or numerically (Lamarque & Poinsot, 2008).
Equation (1.14) suggests that the natural variables for a Helmholtz solver are p′ and u′
while Eq. (1.22) indicates that J ′ and m′ are more attune for LEE and provide the right
formulation for acoustic losses, including non zero-Mach effects. Note that these two sets
of independent variables are strictly equivalent and one may write the LEE of Helmholtz
equations with any set. An impedance, Z may also be defined for each set of variables.
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Note that impedances being defined in the frequency domain, any fluctuating quantity
g′(x, t) must first be recast as g′(x, t) =R{gˆ(x)e−jωt}, where gˆ is the complex amplitude,
and ω the angular frequency.
Impedances formulation
An energy flux or an impedance represent physical quantities across a boundary and
involve the velocity which is defined along a direction. Introducing n a unit vector normal
to the boundary, the reduced impedance Z may be defined along the n direction for each
set of variables. Using pˆ and uˆ one has:
Zp,u = pˆ
ρcuˆ ⋅ n (1.24)
while using Jˆ and mˆ one may define:
ZJ,m = ρ
c
Jˆ
mˆ ⋅ n (1.25)
Injecting Eqs. (1.20) and (1.21) into Eq. (1.25) leads to :
ZJ,m = ρ(
pˆ
ρ
+ u ⋅ uˆ)
c(ρuˆ ⋅ n + u ⋅ n
c2
pˆ) (1.26)
= pˆ + ρ(u ⋅ uˆ)
ρc(uˆ ⋅ n) + u ⋅ n
c
pˆ
(1.27)
Let’s divide all terms by ρc(uˆ ⋅ n). One then has:
ZJ,m =
pˆ
ρcuˆ ⋅ n + u ⋅ uˆcuˆ ⋅ n
1 + u ⋅ n
c
pˆ
ρcuˆ ⋅ n (1.28)
Using Eq. (1.24) leads to the following formulation of the impedance ZJ,m as a function
of Zp,u:
ZJ,m = Zp,u + u ⋅ uˆcuˆ ⋅ n
1 + u ⋅ n
c
Zp,u
(1.29)
Care must be taken with the term (u ⋅ uˆ)/(c uˆ ⋅ n). Considering first a 3D space and
introducing n the unit vector normal to the boundary and t1,t2 two unitary vectors such
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that (n, t1, t2) forms an orthonormal basis, the scalar expansion of the product u ⋅ uˆ may
be written into the form:
u ⋅ uˆ = ((u ⋅ n)n + (u ⋅ t1) t1 + (u ⋅ t2) t2) ⋅ ((uˆ ⋅ n)n + (uˆ ⋅ t1)t1 + (uˆ ⋅ t2)t2) (1.30)
Introducing first the following expressions:
un = u ⋅ n (1.31)
u1 = u ⋅ t1 (1.32)
u2 = u ⋅ t2 (1.33)
Eq. (1.30) may then be recast as:
u ⋅ uˆ = unuˆn + u1uˆ1 + u2uˆ2 (1.34)
Finally it comes:
u ⋅ uˆ
c uˆ ⋅ n = unc + u1c uˆ1uˆn + u2c uˆ2uˆn (1.35)
The hypothesis is made that the mean velocity vector u is always normal to the bound-
ary, i.e. u1 = u2 = 0. After introduction of the Mach number vector M = u/c, one then
has :
u ⋅ uˆ
c uˆ ⋅ n = M ⋅ n (1.36)
Finally, the proper relation between Zp,u (Eq. (1.24)) and ZJ,m (Eq. (1.25)) takes the
following form :
ZJ,m = Zp,u +M ⋅ n
1 +Zp,u M ⋅ n (1.37)
Similarly, it comes:
Zp,u = M ⋅ n −ZJ,m
ZJ,m M ⋅ n − 1 (1.38)
The situation depicted in Fig. 1.1 where a Helmholtz domain (M = 0) is connected
to a LEE domain (M ≠ 0) through an interface raises the question of the consistency
between the two sub-domains. More precisely, let us assume that the impedance of the
LEE domain is known at the interface, noted ZM≠0p,u (or ZM≠0J,m ). This impedance models
the way acoustic waves propagate into and reflect from the LEE domain. Since the flow
is not at rest in this region, ZM≠0p,u and ZM≠0J,m are obviously different (Eqs. (1.37)-(1.38))
although they represent the same LEE domain. When solving for the Helmholtz equation
in the M = 0 domain, a boundary impedance ZM=0 must be imposed at the interface in
order to represent the effect of the LEE domain. Note that in the Helmholtz domain the
Mach number is assumed zero so that from Eqs. (1.37)-(1.38): ZM=0 = ZM=0p,u = ZM=0J,m . The
next natural question is then: how should ZM=0 be defined from the knowledge of ZM≠0p,u
(or ZM≠0J,m ) ? Is it possible to use a Zp,u impedance in the Helmholtz solver which would
provide the correct energy flux through the boundary?
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Figure 1.1 - Schematic representation of the boundary between a domain computed with
a Helmholtz solver and an acoustic element with the zero-Mach-number assumption.
Flux mismatch introduced by the impedance
The purpose of the following is to assess the flux difference FM≠0 −FM=0 at the inter-
face between the Helmholtz domain and the outer domain where the baseline flow is not
assumed at rest (see Fig. 1.1). The energy flux FM≠0 relative to the LEE domain may be
reformulated with the help of the impedance ZM≠0J,m defined at Eq. (1.25). Introducing first
for clarity reasons the notation {gˆ} = R (gˆe−jωt) and considering the spatial integration
over a uniform boundary of section S, Eq. (1.22) then becomes:
FM≠0 = S ∫ T
0
{mˆ ⋅ n}{Jˆ} dt = S ∫ T
0
c
ρ
{mˆ ⋅ n}{ZM≠0J,m mˆ ⋅ n} dt
The LEE solution is made non-dimensional by setting mˆ = mˆ0 at the considered boundary,
leading to:
FM≠0 = ρcS ∫ T
0
{mˆ0 ⋅ n
ρ
}{ZM≠0J,m mˆ0 ⋅ nρ } dt (1.39)
The energy flux FM=0 relative to the zero-Mach number domain may be reformulated
with the help of the impedance ZM=0. Eq. (1.23) then becomes:
FM=0 = S ∫ T
0
{uˆ ⋅ n}{pˆ} dt = ρcS ∫ T
0
{uˆ ⋅ n}{ZM=0uˆ ⋅ n} dt (1.40)
In the Helmholtz domain mˆ = ρuˆ so that the acoustic field is made non-dimensional by
setting at the boundary uˆ = mˆ0/ ρ. The energy flux FM=0 then becomes:
FM=0 = ρcS ∫ T
0
{mˆ0 ⋅ n
ρ
}{ZM=0 mˆ0 ⋅ n
ρ
} dt (1.41)
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The error introduced by the modelling of ZM=0 can be assessed by forming the flux
difference ∆F = ∣FM≠0 −FM=0∣ where the flux expression Eq. (1.39) is used together with
Eq. (1.41). Different flux differences are obtained depending on the modelling choice made
for ZM=0:
• If the impedance ZM=0 is set to ZM≠0p,u :
Asymptotic expansion with respect to the Mach number leads to:
ZM=0 = ZM≠0p,u = M ⋅ n −ZM≠0J,m
M ⋅ nZM≠0J,m − 1 = ZM≠0J,m +O(M) (1.42)
Injection of Eq. (1.42) into Eq. (1.41) leads to the following energy flux formulation
for the zero-Mach number domain:
FM=0 = ρcS ∫ T
0
{mˆ0 ⋅ n
ρ
}{ZM≠0J,m mˆ0 ⋅ nρ } dt +O (M) (1.43)
so that, taking the difference between Eq.(1.39) and Eq.(1.43) and keeping only lower
order terms, the flux difference is then:
∆F = O (M) (1.44)
• If the impedance ZM=0 is set to ZM≠0J,m :
The equation (1.41) then becomes:
FM=0 = ρcS ∫ T
0
{mˆ0 ⋅ n
ρ
}{ZM≠0J,m mˆ0 ⋅ nρ } dt (1.45)
so that the theoretical flux difference is simply ∆F = 0. However, neglecting the mean
flow in the zero-Mach-number domain also introduces a mismatch in the frequency
1/T of oscillation of order M2.
Indeed, considering first a domain of length L under the zero-Mach number assump-
tion, a simple reasoning shows that the first eigenmode is composed of a downstream
T+ = L/c and an upstream T− = L/c travelling acoustic wave which propagates at
the speed of sound c. Hence the frequency of oscillation is:
f0 = 1
T
= 1(T+ + T−) = c2L (1.46)
Following the same reasoning, the introduction of the mean flow velocity u leads to:
T+ = L
c + u = Lc(1 +M) and T− = Lc − u = Lc(1 −M) (1.47)
This leads to the following estimation of the frequency of oscillation:
f ≈ c(1 −M2)
2L
(1.48)
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Hence it gives the following relation between the frequencies of oscillation with M ≠ 0
and the zero-Mach number assumption M = 0:
f ≈ (1 −M2)f0 (1.49)
Consequently the flux difference is actually:
∆F = O (M2) (1.50)
The two approaches to model ZM=0 are summarised in Table 1.1, which also displays
the asymptotic behaviours of the difference between the exact energy flux FM≠0 (see
Eq. (1.22)) and its zero-Mach number counterpart FM=0 (see Eq. (1.23)). A perfect model
for the boundary impedance ZM=0 would produce zero difference between these two fluxes,
meaning that the acoustic energy leaving the Helmholtz domain would exactly match the
amount of energy entering the LEE domain. However, assuming the mean flow being at
rest in the computational domain introduces a loss in acoustic energy conservation and
a mismatch between FM=0 and FM≠0. The theoretical asymptotic analysis shows that
the ZM≠0p,u approach produces an error ∣FM≠0 − FM=0∣ proportional to the Mach number
between the Helmholtz and the LEE domains (noted O(M) in Table 1.1). At the same
time, the ZM≠0J,m approach produces a flux mismatch which is quadratic in the Mach number
(∣FM≠0 −FM=0∣ = O(M2)), thus a smaller error in the acoustic energy conservation.
ZM=0 ZM≠0p,u ZM≠0J,m∣FM≠0 −FM=0∣ O(M) O(M2)
Table 1.1 - Summary of the flux mismatch error introduced in the zero-Mach number
domain by the choice of boundary impedance ZM=0.
The next section is devoted to the evaluation of the two approaches to model ZM=0.
The eigenmodes of a simple configuration are computed either by solving the full set of
LEE, either by solving a truncated domain under the zero-Mach-number assumption. The
influence of the modelling approach can then be assessed by comparison with results from
the LEEs.
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1.3 Testing impedance formulation in a simple case
The configuration considered to test the impedance expression of Table 1.1 is shown in
Fig. 1.2.a. It consists of two connected tubes of section S1 and S2. The subscripts 1 and 2
refer to parameters in the left and right tube, respectively. The boundary conditions are
mˆ1 = 0 and sˆ1 = 0 at the entrance of tube 1 and pˆ2 = 0 at the exit of tube 2, respectively.
This simple test case is chosen so as to mimic a burner where the inlet and outlet Mach
numbers are different, but without entropy sources at all so as to keep the isentropic
assumption.
The eigenmodes of this simple configuration are computed by three different methods:
• Method I is the analytical solution of the LEE in the whole domain: x ∈ [0, L]
(see Fig. 1.2.a). This is considered as the reference solution and will be cross-
validated with a numerical LEE solver described at section 1.3.1.
• Method II is the solution of the LEE equations in a restricted region of the domain:
x ∈ [lz1, lz2] (see Fig. 1.2.b). This solution shows that it is appropriate to solve the
problem in a restricted part of the configuration if the proper impedances are set at
x = lz1 and lz2.
• Method III is the solution of the Helmholtz equation (i.e. assuming that M = 0) in a
restricted region of the domain (see Fig. 1.2.b). This solution assesses the influence of
the zero-Mach-number assumption and is used to test the two modelling approaches
of ZM=0 summarised in Table 1.1. To this end, two versions of Method III are used
in the following: IIIpu when Z
M=0 = ZM≠0pu and IIIJm when ZM=0 = ZM≠0Jm .
Table 1.2 summarizes the analytical procedures described above.
Method Computed domain Mean flow assumption Impedance formulation
(Z1 and Z2 )
I Full M ≠ 0 ×
II Truncated M ≠ 0 ZM≠0p,u
IIIpu Truncated M = 0 ZM≠0p,u
IIIJm Truncated M = 0 ZM≠0J,m
Table 1.2 - Summary of the analytical procedures (methods I, II, III) investigated to
compute the two connected tubes configuration.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 1.2 - Configuration investigated in section 1.3. (a): Complete geometry with its
known acoustic boundary conditions. (b): Only a part of the domain is computed while
the rest is modelled through impedances. (c): same as (b) but the computed flow domain
is assumed at rest.
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1.3.1 Method I: Global domain at M ≠ 0
Method Inum: Numerical LEE solver
For an homogeneous reacting mixture with constant heat capacities Cp and Cv, the
linearised harmonic form of conservation equations for mass (Eq. (1.3)), momentum
(Eq. (1.4)) and energy (Eq. (1.5)) in a quasi-1D domain of cross section area S(x) read
respectively (Nicoud & Wieczorek, 2009):
uˆ
∂ρ
∂x
+ ρ∂uˆ
∂x
+ u∂ρˆ
∂x
+ ρˆ∂u
∂x
+ ρuˆ + ρˆu
S
∂S
∂x
= jωρˆ (1.51)
1
ρ
∂pˆ
∂x
+ uˆ∂u
∂x
+ u∂uˆ
∂x
+ uρˆ
ρ
∂u
∂x
= jωuˆ (1.52)
uˆ
∂s0
∂x
+ u∂sˆ
∂x
+ rq
p2
pˆ − r
p
qˆ = jωsˆ (1.53)
with the linearised state equation and entropy expression (see Shapiro, 1953; Anderson,
1990):
pˆ
p
− ρˆ
ρ
− Tˆ
T
= 0 and sˆ
Cv
= pˆ
p
− γ ρˆ
ρ
(1.54)
where γ and Cv are the heat capacity ratio and heat capacity at constant volume, respec-
tively.
Assuming that the unsteady heat release rate amplitude qˆ is modelled as a linear
operator, i.e. qˆ = qρˆρˆ + quˆuˆ + qsˆsˆ, Eqs. (1.51) - (1.53) define an eigenvalue problem MW =
jωW with
M =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∂u
∂x
+ u ∂
∂x
+ u
S
∂S
∂x
∂ρ
∂x
+ ρ ∂
∂x
+ ρ
S
∂S
∂x
0
1
ρ
∂c2
∂x
+ u
ρ
∂u
∂x
+ c2
ρ
∂
∂x
∂u
∂x
+ u ∂
∂x
(γ − 1)T (1
p
∂p
∂x
+ ∂
∂x
)
γrq
ρp
− r
p
qρˆ
∂s
∂x
− r
p
quˆ u
∂
∂x
+ (γ − 1) q
p
− r
p
qsˆ
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(1.55)
where the eigenvector is W = (ρˆ, uˆ, sˆ)T and ω denotes the angular frequency.
The system MW = jωW can be solved as an eigenvalue problem by a numerical dis-
cretisation of the operator M and with the help of linear algebra algorithms such as the
Arnoldi method. It provides the complex eigenfrequencies and associated eigenvector W
that contains the mode shapes. The period of oscillations as well as the growth/decay
rate of the eigenmode are contained in the real and imaginary part of each eigenfrequency,
respectively. In the present study, the code developed by Wieczorek (2010) during her
thesis has been used. This code uses a discretisation of the acoustic quantities based on a
central finite difference scheme and with a staggered grid method.
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Method Ian : Global analytical acoustic model at M ≠ 0
In the case of a ducted system with constant-cross-section tubes, it is more practical to
describe the fluctuations of pressure, velocity and entropy (respectively pˆ, uˆ and sˆ) with
wave amplitudes: A+ and A− for the forward and backward propagating acoustic waves,
respectively and σ for the entropic wave. One then has:
pˆ(x) = A+ejk+x +A−e−jk−x (1.56)
uˆ(x) = 1
ρc
[A+ejk+x −A−e−jk−x] (1.57)
sˆ(x) = σejksx (1.58)
where
k+ = ω
c + u = k1 +M (1.59)
k− = ω
c − u = k1 −M (1.60)
ks = k
M
(1.61)
and k = ω/ c is the acoustic wave number. Note that for the sake of simplicity the normal
is taken along the x-axis direction and the velocity variable is no longer written in a vector
notation. After injection of Eq. (1.58) into Eq. (1.54), the entropy equation and perfect-gas
equation of state yield:
ρˆ = pˆ
c2
− ρσ
Cp
ejksx and
Tˆ
T
= γ − 1
ρc2
pˆ + σ
Cp
ejksx (1.62)
Equations (1.56) - (1.58) and (1.62) describe the linear harmonic perturbations at finite
Mach number.
The one-dimensional formalism can also be used to reformulate the impedances pre-
viously described at Eqs. (1.24) and (1.25) with the help of a reflection coefficient R:
Rp,u = A−
A+ and RJ,m = A− (1 −M)A+ (1 +M) (1.63)
where the amplitudes A+ and A− have been defined in Eqs. (1.56) - (1.57) and represent
the propagation/reflection of acoustics waves through/from the LEE domain. The values
of the impedances and reflection coefficients for some canonical boundary conditions are
recalled in Table 1.3.
As shown in Fig. 1.2.a, the forward and backward waves (cf. Eqs. (1.56) and (1.57))
traveling in both tubes lead to four unknown: A+1 , A−1 , A+2 and A−2 . These wave amplitudes
are solutions of a homogeneous linear system of equations obtained by requiring that the
boundary conditions (x = 0 and x = L) and jump condition (x = l) are fulfilled. The two
boundary conditions form a first set of relations between waves amplitudes:
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B.C Zp,u Rp,u ZJ,m RJ,m
pˆ = 0 0 −1 M −1 −M
1 +M
uˆ = 0 ∞ 1 1
M
1 −M
1 +M
Jˆ = 0 −M −1 +M
1 −M 0 −1
mˆ = 0 − 1
M
1 +M
1 −M ∞ 1
Table 1.3 - Impedances and reflection coefficients for canonical boundary conditions:
constant pressure (pˆ = 0), constant velocity (uˆ = 0), fixed mass flow rate (mˆ = 0) and fixed
total enthalpy (Jˆ = 0).
• mˆ1 = 0, at x = 0 yields
A+1 (1 +M1) −A−1 (1 −M1) = 0 (1.64)
• pˆ2 = 0, at x = L yields
A+2ejk+2L +A−2e−jk−2L = 0 (1.65)
As explained by Davies (1988) the jump relations for the section change located at x = l
can be expressed by integrating over an infinitesimal control volume the conservation of
mass and energy as long as the specific stagnation enthalpy within the volume remains
invariant. It should be noted that the physics at the section change involves an additional
equation that introduces the entropy fluctuations. However it has been checked by solving
numerically the full set of LEE that in the present configuration the generated entropy
wave is negligible (see section 1.4.1). As pointed out by Davies (1988) in the case of an
isentropic processes, the jump relations reduce to the following set of equations:
• Mass conservation at x = l:
[(1 +M1)A+1ejk+1 l − (1 −M1)A−1e−jk−1 l] S1c1 = [[(1 +M2)A+2ejk+2 l − (1 −M2)A−2e−jk−2 l] S2c2
(1.66)
• Energy conservation at x = l:
[(1 +M1)A+1ejk+1 l + (1 −M1)A−1e−jk−1 l] 1ρ1 = [[(1 +M2)A+2ejk+2 l + (1 −M2)A−2e−jk−2 l] 1ρ2
(1.67)
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Equations (1.64) to (1.67) are recast in the form of a linear system MW = 0, with M:⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(1 +M1) − (1 −M1) 0 0
0 0 ejk
+
2L e−jk−2L
S1
c1
(1 +M1) ejk+1 l −S1c1 (1 −M1) e−jk−1 l −S2c2 (1 +M2) ejk+2 l S2c2 (1 −M2) e−jk−2 l(1 +M1) ρ2ρ1 ejk+1 l (1 −M1) ρ2ρ1 e−jk−1 l − (1 +M2) ejk+2 l − (1 −M2) e−jk−2 l
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(1.68)
and W = (A+1 ,A−1 ,A+2 ,A−2)T contains the four unknowns. The dispersion relation is then
obtained by requiring the matrix M to be singular, producing the exact solution of the
acoustical problem.
1.3.2 Method II : Truncated analytical acoustic model at M ≠ 0
As shown in Fig. 1.2.b the computational domain is reduced to the region between x = lz1
and x = lz2, where specific boundary impedances ZM≠0p,u,1 and ZM≠0p,u,2 are imposed at these
locations. The Mach number remains finite in the computational domain. Replacing
Eq. (1.64) (x = 0) and Eq. (1.64) (x = L) by impedance conditions pˆ(x = lz1) = ZM≠0p,u,1 uˆ(x =
lz1) and pˆ(x = lz2) = ZM≠0p,u,2 uˆ(x = lz2) leads to a dispersion matrix:
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(1 −ZM≠0p,u,1)ejk+1 lz1 (1 +ZM≠0p,u,1)e−jk−1 lz1 0 0
0 0 (1 −ZM≠0p,u,2)ejk+2 lz2 (1 +ZM≠0p,u,2)e−jk−2 lz2
S1
c1
(1 +M1) ejk+1 l −S1c1 (1 −M1) e−jk−1 l −S2c2 (1 +M2) ejk+2 l S2c2 (1 −M2) e−jk−2 l(1 +M1) ρ2ρ1 ejk+1 l (1 −M1) ρ2ρ1 e−jk−1 l − (1 +M2) ejk+2 l − (1 −M2) e−jk−2 l
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(1.69)
Equations (1.68) and (1.69) should correspond to the same dispersion relation as long
as ZM≠0p,u,1 and ZM≠0p,u,2 properly represent the truncated regions 0 ≤ x ≤ lz1 and lz2 ≤ x ≤ L. A
simple translation of the impedance at a constant Mach number leads to:
ZM≠0p,u,1 = ζ1(M1 − 1) − (M1 + 1)ζ1(M1 − 1) + (M1 + 1) (1.70)
ZM≠0p,u,2 = 1 − ζ21 + ζ2 (1.71)
where
ζ1 = e 2jk1lz11−M21 and ζ2 = e 2jk2lz21−M22 (1.72)
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1.3.3 Method III : Truncated analytical acoustic model at M = 0
Method III is similar to method II in the sense that only the lz1 ≤ x ≤ lz2 domain is solved
for. However, the Mach number is now assumed to be zero in this region, so that the
ZM=0 approximations (see Table 1.1) can be tested. Methods IIIpu or IIIJm are obtained
by replacing ZM=01 and ZM=02 by ZM≠0p,u,1 and ZM≠0p,u,2 , or ZM≠0J,m,1 and ZM≠0J,m,2, respectively. The
solution of this problem corresponds to the linear system (1.73) which is the system (1.69)
where M1 and M2 are set to zero.
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(1 −ZM=01 )ejk1lz1 (1 +ZM=01 )e−jk1lz1 0 0
0 0 (1 −ZM=02 )ejk2lz2 (1 +ZM=02 )e−jk2lz2
S1
c1
ejk1l −S1c1 e−jk1l −S2c2 ejk2l S2c2 e−jk2l
ρ2
ρ1
ejk1l
ρ2
ρ1
e−jk1l −ejk2l −e−jk2l
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
A+1
A−1
A+2
A−2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= 0
(1.73)
The expression of ZM≠0p,u,1 , ZM≠0p,u,2 , ZM≠0J,m,1 and ZM≠0J,m,2 are recalled as follow:
ZM≠0p,u,1 = ζ1(M1 − 1) − (M1 + 1)ζ1(M1 − 1) + (M1 + 1) (1.74)
ZM≠0J,m,1 = ζ1 + 1ζ1 − 1 (1.75)
ZM≠0p,u,2 = 1 − ζ21 + ζ2 (1.76)
ZM≠0J,m,2 = −ζ2(M2 − 1) + (M2 + 1)ζ2(M2 − 1) − (M2 + 1) (1.77)
where
ζ1 = e 2jk1lz11−M21 and ζ2 = e 2jk2lz21−M22 (1.78)
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1.4 Results
Thermodynamic and geometric parameters for the computation of the eigenmodes for this
test case are presented in Table 1.4. The temperature T 1 and pressure p1 are imposed,
while the values in tube 2 are deduced from the conservation equations of the steady state.
The relations are detailed in Appendix A.
S1 [m2] S2 [m2] T 1 [K] p1 [Pa] γ
0.05 0.1 300 101325 1.4
r [SI] L [m] l [m] lz1 [m] lz2 [m]
287 1 0.5 0.1 0.9
Table 1.4 - Thermodynamic and geometric parameters for the computation of the con-
figuration of figure 1.2.
1.4.1 Effect of the truncation of the domain
The objective of this section is:
• to validate the analytical method Ian by comparison with the numerical LEE solver
Inum,
• to demonstrate the validity of the computations in the truncated domain, by com-
paring methods I and II.
Several computations have been performed on the configuration with different inlet
Mach numbers M1 ranging from M1 = 0.0005 to M1 = 0.2. Results for the first eigenmode
are depicted in Fig. 1.3 for the modes shapes and in Fig. 1.4 for the frequency and growth
rate. The numerical LEE solver described at §1.3.1 as well as the global analytical model
give exactly the same results. Although not depicted, the fluctuating entropy shapes are
of the order 10−13. It proves that the isentropic jump relations (Eqs. (1.66) - (1.67)) are
valid and that the entropy fluctuations generated at the section change are negligible.
Given that the impedances at x = lz1 and x = lz2 are adequate (Eqs. (1.70) - (1.71) are
correct), the results between the global methods I and the truncated method II should
be identical. This is verified in Fig. 1.4 where the frequency and growth rate of the first
eigenmode are reported.
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M1 = 0.0005 M1 = 0.2
Figure 1.3 - Mode shapes at M1 = 0.0005 (left column) and M1 = 0.2 (right column)
for the first eigenmode with the numerical LEE solver Inum ( ) and the reference
method Ian (×). First two rows: modulus and phase of the fluctuating total enthalpy
Jˆ , respectively. Last two rows: modulus and phase of the fluctuating mass flow rate mˆ,
respectively.
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Figure 1.4 - Frequency and growth rate of the first eigenmode for different inlet Mach
number M1 for the numerical LEE solver Inum ( ), the analytical global method Ian
(×) and the truncated method (M ≠ 0) II (○).
The eigenmode shapes were also verified to be identical although not reported here.
This demonstrates that the differences between methods I and III discussed in the next
section are due to the zero-Mach number assumption and the modelling of the boundary
impedances rather than the truncation procedure.
1.4.2 Effect of the zero-Mach number assumption
This section is devoted to the comparison of the methodologies, presented in Sec. 1.2.2,
to prescribe the boundary impedances in method III. The reference is the computation
using methods I. The frequency and growth rate of the first two eigenmodes are reported
in Fig. 1.5 for various inlet Mach number M1.
Results with the zero-Mach number assumption methods IIIpu and IIIJm exhibit the
same behaviour for the two computed eigenmodes. The frequency of oscillations departs
from the reference solution when M1 increases. This result was expected since a simple
speed argument in a constant cross section area tube shows that the frequency of oscillation
at M ≠ 0 is approximatively (1 −M2)f0 where f0 is the frequency of oscillation under
the zero-Mach number assumption. The growth rate is significantly underpredicted with
method IIIpu but very well captured by method IIIJm. This last result is coherent with
the asymptotic behaviours of the flux mismatch presented in section 1.2.2: the method
leading to the smallest mismatch (IIIJm) also leads to the best result in terms of damping
rate.
In order to confirm the theoretical assessment of the flux mismatches introduced by
methods IIIpu and IIIJm, viz. O(M) and O(M2) respectively, the flux difference at the
boundaries x = lz1 and x = lz2 is plotted in Fig. 1.6 for the two first eigenmodes (top
and bottom graphs, respectively). As explained in 1.2.2, the energy flux are made non-
dimensional with respect to mˆ0, which is taken at x = lz1 and x = lz2 for the left and
right ∆F, respectively. As expected, the difference between the exact energy flux FM≠0
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Figure 1.5 - Frequency and growth rate of the first (top) and second (bottom) eigenmode
versus inlet Mach number M1 with the reference methods I (×) and methods IIIpu ( )
and IIIJm ( ).
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computed with methods I and the estimated energy flux FM=0 computed with IIIpu exhibit
an asymptotic behaviour O(M) while IIIJm leads to O(M2). This is especially noticeable
in Fig. 1.6 by the use of a log-log frame. The behaviour of the ∆F term with methods
IIIpu and IIIJm and for different Mach number M1 is close to the theoretical asymptotic
curves with slopes equal to 1 and 2, respectively.
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Figure 1.6 - Flux difference ∆F between reference methods I and methods IIIpu (×)
and IIIJm (+) versus inlet Mach number M1 and for the first (top) and second (bottom)
eigenmode at locations lz1 (left) and lz2 (right). The theoretical asymptotic behaviour of
∆F is illustrated by the solid lines ( ) with slopes equal to 1 and 2.
Eigenmode shapes computed at M1 = 0.0005 and M1 = 0.2 are depicted on the left
and right columns of Fig. 1.7, respectively. The first two rows present the modulus and
phase of the fluctuating total enthalpy Jˆ , respectively, while the last two rows present
the modulus and phase of the fluctuating mass flow rate mˆ, respectively. All data are
made non-dimensional by setting max∣mˆ∣ = 1 and arg(mˆ) = 0 where max∣mˆ∣ is reached.
As expected, for the low Mach number case, method IIIJm gives the same results as
the reference methods I. For a larger Mach number M1 = 0.2, method IIIJm still gives
satisfying results, despite small errors in the estimation of the phase shift.
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M1 = 0.0005 M1 = 0.2
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Figure 1.7 - Mode shapes at M1 = 0.0005 (left column) and M1 = 0.2 (right column) for
the first eigenmode with the reference methods I (×) and methods IIIJm ( ), and for
the second eigenmode with the reference methods I (⊙) and method IIIJm( ). First
two rows: modulus and phase of the fluctuating total enthalpy Jˆ , respectively. Last two
rows: modulus and phase of the fluctuating mass flow rate mˆ, respectively.
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The present study gives a more precise insight about the use of impedances issued from
a non zero mean flow framework. The theory of the energy flux conservation indicates that
using a formulation which neglects the mean flow (method IIIpu) leads to significant errors,
because the error on the imposed energy flux is O(M). This statement goes against the
previous assumption of Lamarque & Poinsot (2008) that prescribed the use of a boundary
condition formulated with purely acoustic state variables pˆ and uˆ. As recalled in the
introduction of this chapter (see section 1.1), many authors in the aeroacoustic community
prescribe the use of a so-called energetical correction of the reflection coefficient which is
the (1 −M)/(1 +M) term in Eq. (1.25). This term originates from the fact that forward
and backward waves do not propagate at the same speed and is directly found in the
formulations of acoustical reflection coefficients of ducted flow with area-expansion and/or
outside radiation conditions (Durrieu et al., 2001; Boij, 2009).
To the authors knowledge, although Method IIIJm is equivalent to this well-known
correction term, a detailed analysis of its effect when performing a zero-Mach number
analysis of thermoacoustic modes has not been provided before. The present study shows
that a non-zero-Mach number element can simply be taken into account in a zero-Mach
number framework by using method IIIJm. It has been shown that this latter method
introduces an error of O(M2) and is a good approximation to capture the growth rate and
the shapes of eigenmodes at different frequencies. The following chapter is devoted to the
modelling of the coupling between the acoustic and entropy waves through the extension
of method IIIJm.
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Accounting for entropy convection
in a zero Mach mean flow
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In the previous chapter, a methodology has been presented to prescribe the acoustic
impedance of the surrounding elements of a combustor by imposing the proper energy
flux at the boundary. Thus, the mechanical work due to convective effects is taken into
account in the zero-mach Number framework and the growth/decay rate of an instability
is better estimated.
Entropy fluctuations accelerated in a mean flow generate acoustic waves (see Morfey,
1973; Ffowcs-Williams & Howe, 1975; Howe, 1975; Marble & Candel, 1977), which is the
case when the combustor opens onto a high pressure distributor. This mechanism of
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indirect combustion noise is important for combustion instabilities, but is not accounted
for in a Helmholtz solver since entropy fluctuations do not propagate if the mean flow is
at rest.
The aim of this present chapter is to propose a methodology to introduce the cou-
pling between entropy and acoustic waves within a zero-Mach number framework. The
methodology is decomposed into two parts: first, as the entropy variable does not exist
in the computational domain, it must be modelled by a so-called transfer function. Then,
the entropy variable is related to the acoustic variable via the imposition of a proper
boundary condition, which has been named Delayed Entropy Coupled Boundary Condi-
tion (DECBC). The first two sections are devoted to a purely analytical study so as to
validate the DECBC methodology. Section 2.3 is then devoted to the extension of DECBC
to a numerical 3D Helmholtz solver named AVSP.
2.1 Introducing entropy-acoustic coupling in the Helmholtz
framework
The configuration depicted in Fig. 2.1 has been chosen in order to exhibit the presence of a
set of unstable mixed entropic/acoustic modes. As this kind of modes cannot be predicted
by a Helmholtz equation, our objective is to propose a simple model which, used within the
Helmholtz framework, allows predicting mixed entropic/acoustic modes. In a combustion
chamber of constant cross section and length L, a compact flame (thickness δf = 0.005 m)
is located at x = xf . A choked nozzle is located at x = L while the sonic throat where the
Mach number reaches unity is located at x = xth.
Figure 2.1 - Configuration investigated in section 2.1.
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Following the methodology of section 1.3, this configuration will be computed using
three methods:
• Method I is the solution of the numerical LEE solver. The whole domain is com-
puted: the combustion chamber as well as the nozzle.
• Method II is the solution of the LEEs in a restricted region of the domain: only
the combustion chamber. The nozzle is modelled by its acoustic impedance and the
flame is considered infinitely small. As this method gives rather the same solution
as method I and is purely analytical, it is then considered as the reference solution.
• Method IIIJm is the solution of the Helmholtz equation (i.e. assuming that M = 0)
in the combustion chamber. This solution assesses the influence of the zero-Mach
number assumption when ZM=0 = ZM≠0Jm is imposed at the boundaries.
• Method IIIDECBCJm is the solution of the Helmholtz equation (i.e. assuming that
M = 0) coupled with the Delayed Entropy Coupled Boundary Condition (DECBC)
method that introduces the coupling between entropy and acoustic waves at the
nozzle. The acoustic boundary conditions are imposed with the formalism ZM=0 =
ZM≠0Jm .
2.1.1 Method I : Global thermoacoustic model at M ≠ 0
It is difficult to model the nozzle with the analytical method Ian based on waves propa-
gation. It would lead to a discretisation of the nozzle with a collection of several small
elements modelling the progressive section change. Although it is theoretically possible, it
would lead to a very big linear algebra problem to solve as an eigenvalue. Consequently,
the numerical LEE solver Inum described in Sec. 1.3.1 is preferred.
2.1.2 Method II : Truncated analytical thermoacoustic model at M ≠ 0
Assuming that the nozzle is properly represented by its acoustic and entropic response
at x = L, solving the problem presented in figure 2.1 requires six equations for the six
unknown wave amplitudes (A+1 , A−1 , A+2 , A−1 , σ1 and σ2). It is assumed that the flame is
infinitely small, i.e. δf → 0 and acts as an interface. Moreover the downstream nozzle is
modelled with a compact hypothesis. Following the methodology presented by Dowling
(1995), the following relations can be written:
• Inlet boundary condition at x = 0 : it is assumed that no entropy wave is injected
at x = 0 therefore:
σ1 = 0 (2.1)
Moreover, the mass flow rate is assumed constant, i.e. mˆ1 = 0. Then using
Eqs. (1.56) - (1.61) yields:
(1 +M1)A+1 − (1 −M1)A−1 = 0 (2.2)
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• Mass conservation translates to:
ρ1uˆ1 + u1ρˆ1 = ρ2uˆ2 + u2ρˆ2 (2.3)
which is recast into:
(1 +M1)ejk+1xfA+1 + (M1 − 1)e−jk−1xfA−1−(M2 + 1)c1
c2
ejk
+
2xfA+2 − (M2 − 1)c1c2 e−jk−2xfA−2 (2.4)+ M2 c1
c2
γp2
Cp
σejksxf = 0
• Momentum conservation yields:
pˆ1 + 2ρ1u1uˆ1 + u21ρˆ1 = pˆ2 + 2ρ2u2uˆ2 + u22ρˆ2 (2.5)
which is recast into:
(1 +M1)2ejk+1xfA+1 + (M1 − 1)2e−jk−1xfA−1−(M2 + 1)2ejk+2xfA+2 − (M2 − 1)2e−jk−2xfA−2 (2.6)+ M22 γp2Cp σejksxf = 0
• Energy conservation yields:
CpT 01 (ρ1uˆ1 + ρˆ1u1) + ρ1u1 (CpTˆ1 + u1uˆ1) = (2.7)
CpT 02 (ρ2uˆ2 + ρˆ2u2) + ρ2u2 (CpTˆ2 + u2uˆ2)
where T 0i = T i + 12u2i /Cp is the mean stagnation temperature in section i. In terms
of wave amplitudes, the energy conservation takes the form:
M31A+1 +M32A−1 +M33A+2 +M34A−2 +M32 /2γp2Cp σejksxf = 0 (2.8)
where
M31 = c1
c2
((1 +M1) [M1 + 1/(γ − 1) +M21 /2]) ejk+1xf
M32 = c1
c2
((1 −M1) [M1 − 1/(γ − 1) −M21 /2]) e−jk−1xfM33 = − ((1 +M2) [M2 + 1/(γ − 1) +M22 /2]) ejk+2xfM34 = − ((1 −M2) [M2 − 1/(γ − 1) −M22 /2]) e−jk−2xf
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• Outlet boundary condition at x = L : Marble & Candel (1977) derived the
transfer function of nozzles by assuming the compact assumption, which states that
the wavelength of the acoustic and entropy waves are larger than the length of the
nozzle. Hence, acoustic and entropy waves propagate quasi-steadily through the
nozzle. Matching conditions between the entrance and the exit of the nozzle can be
written so that the fluctuations of mass flow rate, total temperature and entropy
are considered constant through the nozzle. The compact relation that models a
supersonic choked nozzle at x = L then reads:
uˆ2(L)
c2
− (γ − 1
2
)M2 pˆ2(L)
γp2
− 1
2
M2
sˆ2(L)
Cp
= 0 (2.9)
Using the wave amplitudes defined in Eqs. (1.56) - (1.61), Eq. (2.9) takes the follow-
ing form:
(1 −ZM≠0p,u,2)A+2ejk+2L + (1 +ZM≠0p,u,2)A−2e−jk−2L −Rsa (1 +ZM≠0p,u,2) ejksLγp2Cp σejksL = 0
(2.10)
where ZM≠0p,u,2 is the impedance of the nozzle submitted to an incident acoustic wave:
ZM≠0p,u,2 = 2(γ − 1)M2 (2.11)
and Rsa is its acoustic response when submitted to a purely entropic perturbation:
Rsa = − M2
2 + (γ − 1)M2 (2.12)
Equations (2.1) to (2.10) may be recast in the form of a linear system MW = 0, whereM is the matrix:
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(1 +M1)ejk+1xf (M1 − 1)e−jk−1xf −(M2 + 1) c1c2 ejk+2xf −(M2 − 1) c1c2 e−jk−2xf M2 c1c2(1 +M1)2ejk+1xf (M1 − 1)2e−jk−1xf −(M2 + 1)2ejk+2xf −(M2 − 1)2e−jk−2xf M22M31 M32 M33 M34 M322(1 +M1) −(1 −M1) 0 0 0
0 0 M53 M54 M55
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(2.13)
and W = (A+1 ,A−1 ,A+2 ,A−2 ,Σ)T , with Σ = γp2σ/Cpejksxf and with :
M53 = (1 −ZM≠0p,u,2)ejk+2L (2.14)M54 = (1 +ZM≠0p,u,2)e−jk−2L (2.15)M55 = −Rsa (1 +ZM≠0p,u,2) ejks(L−xf ) (2.16)
The corresponding dispersion relation is obtained by zeroing det(M).
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2.1.3 Method IIIJm : Truncated analytical thermoacoustic model at
M = 0
Assuming that M = 0 imposes that there is no entropic wave, i.e. σ1 = σ2 = 0. The 5-by-5
linear system in Eq. (2.13) reduces to a 4-by-4 system:⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ejk1xf
ρ1c1
−e−jk1xf
ρ1c1
−ejk2xf
ρ2c2
e−jk2xf
ρ2c2
ejk1xf −e−jk1xf −ejk2xf −e−jk2xf
1 −1 0 0
0 0 (1 −ZM≠0J,m,2) ejk2L (1 +ZM≠0J,m,2) e−jk2L
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
A+1
A−1
A+2
A−2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= 0 (2.17)
Only method IIIJm is used in this section given its better behaviour compared to method
IIIpu (see section 1.4.2). Thus, at x = 0 the boundary condition mˆ1 = 0 leads to ZM≠0J,m,1 =∞
(see Table 1.1), which may be written into the relation A+1−A−1 = 0. At z = L the impedance
ZM≠0J,m,2 may be expressed with Eq. (1.37) and Eq. (2.11), leading to:
ZM≠0J,m,2 = 1M2 1 + (γ − 1)M22 /21 + (γ − 1)/2 (2.18)
Of course since the conversion of the entropy wave into a reflected acoustic wave at
x = L has been suppressed from the equations, the system (2.17) cannot capture modes
where this mechanism is important. The next section shows how a simple model (called
DECBC) can be used to re-introduce this mechanism in a zero-Mach formulation.
2.1.4 Method IIIDECBCJm : Delayed Entropy Coupled Boundary Condition
As the Helmholtz framework relies on the zero-Mach number assumption, the effect of
elements, such as the nozzle, where a mean flow occurs can simply be taken into account
with method IIIJm by imposing the right energy flux through the proper impedance for-
mulation (see Sec. 1.2.2). However imposing only the acoustic impedance, Eq. (2.18),
means neglecting the entropy-acoustics coupling and the subsequent sound wave being
reflected by the nozzle when entropy spots flow through the exit. Indeed, sˆ2(L) is not
available in the Helmholtz domain. Thus the entropy fluctuations at the edge of the com-
bustion chamber must be modelled before Eq. (2.10) can be applied. This is the purpose
of the proposed DECBC (Delayed Entropy Coupled Boundary Condition) methodology
described in the following of this section.
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Figure 2.2 - Schematic representation of the transfer functions that models the generation
of entropy fluctuations at the flame, and their convection to the exit boundary condition.
Assuming that the entropy fluctuations entering the nozzle at x = L have first been
generated in the flame region before being convected by the mean flow (see Fig. 2.2), one
obtains:
sˆ2(L) = Gcejωτc sˆ2(xf) (2.19)
where sˆ2(xf) is the amount of entropy generated by the flame, τc is the convection time
from the flame to the exit and Gc a gain (smaller than unity) related to the dissipation
of entropy waves during their convection, if any. Eq. (2.19) is useful only if the generated
entropy sˆ2(xf) can be related to some acoustic quantity. It is done here in a way similar to
the n−τ model (Crocco, 1952) for unsteady heat release, connecting the entropy fluctuation
to the acoustic velocity taken at a reference point xref located upstream of the flame region,
here denoted by the subscript 1 :
sˆ2(xf) = Gus ejωτus uˆ1(xref) (2.20)
where Gus and τus are the gain and the time delay of the entropy generation from an
acoustic perturbation at a reference location xref . The two transfer functions described at
Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20) are schematically depicted in Fig. 2.2.
In the present study, the quantities Gus and τus can be assessed analytically in the
simple case of a 1D premixed flame (Dowling, 1995). One obtains the following expression
for the entropy produced by the flame at x = xf :
Gus = −Cp2 (T02 − T01) (γ − 1)
u2c
2
2
ρ1
ρ2
; τus = 0 (2.21)
where T0 = T + 12u2/Cp is the mean stagnation temperature. Note that τus = 0 in this
case because the referential velocity uˆ(xref) is considered at the flame location xref = xf .
Entropy fluctuations at the exit x = L may then be analytically expressed with the help
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of Eq. (2.19):
sˆ2(L) = GusGcejω(τc)uˆ1(xf) (2.22)
where the coefficients related to the convection part are:
Gc = 1 ; τc = L − xf
u2
(2.23)
Note that no dissipation is taken into account in the present study. Injecting Eq. (2.22)
into Eq. (2.10), and expressing uˆ1(xf) in terms of waves A+1 and A−1 allows to write the
following condition at x = L:
A+1ejk1xf (βRsa(1 +ZM=02 )) −A−1e−jk1xf (βRsa(1 +ZM=02 ))+ A+2ejk2L (1 −ZM=02 ) +A+2 (1 +ZM=02 ) e−jk2L = 0 (2.24)
with
β = 1
2
Cp(T02 − T01)(γ − 1)ejωτc
u2c1
(2.25)
The contribution of the DECBC method appears in the first two terms of Eq. (2.24),
by coupling acoustic waves at the boundary condition (x = L) with the acoustic waves
upstream of the flame. Finally, the 5×5 problem defined in Eq. (2.13) reduces to Eq. (2.26):
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ejk1xf
ρ1c1
−e−jk1xf
ρ1c1
−ejk2xf
ρ2c2
e−jk2xf
ρ2c2
ejk1xf −e−jk1xf −ejk2xf −e−jk2xf
1 −1 0 0M41 M42 M43 M44
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
A+1
A−1
A+2
A−2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= 0 (2.26)
with
M41 = βRsa (1 +ZM≠0J,m,2) ejk1xf (2.27)M42 = −βRsa (1 +ZM≠0J,m,2) e−jk1xf (2.28)M43 = (1 −ZM≠0J,m,2) ejk2L (2.29)M44 = (1 +ZM≠0J,m,2) e−jk2L (2.30)
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2.2 Results
Thermodynamic parameters used in the computation of eigenmodes of the configura-
tion depicted in Fig. 2.1 are presented in Table 2.1. For computations with the method
IIIDECBCJm , the parameters of the DECBC model are recalled in Table 2.2 for different
inlet Mach number M1.
T1 [K] p1 [Pa] T2 [K] γ r [SI] L [m] xf [m] xth [m] δf [m]
300 101325 1200 1.4 287 1 0.75 1.0087 0.005
Table 2.1 - Thermodynamic parameters for the computation of the configuration in
Fig. 2.1.
M1 Gus τus [ms] Gc τc [ms]
0.00625 −347.2 0 1 28.78
0.0125 −173.6 0 1 14.4
0.025 −86.8 0 1 7.18
0.05 −43.4 0 1 3.56
Table 2.2 - DECBC parameters for computations of the configuration in Fig. 2.1 with
method IIIDECBCJm versus different inlet Mach number M1.
2.2.1 Validations and effect of the truncation
Several computations have been performed on the configuration of Fig. 2.1 with different
inlet Mach number M1 ranging from M1 = 0.00625 to M1 = 0.05. Results for the first two
eigenmodes are depicted in Fig. 2.3. The numerical LEE solver (method Inum) described
at section 1.3.1 as well as the global analytical model (method II, see section 2.1.2) give
very similar results in terms of frequency. The evaluation of the growth rate exhibits very
small discrepancies, which can be attributed to the fact that in the numerical solver the
flame is not infinitely thin and has a thickness δf of 0.005 meters. Although not shown,
the mode shapes are also very close. It confirms the robustness of the analytical method
II and validates both the compactness assumption of the flame and the nozzle.
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Figure 2.3 - First two eigenmodes computed with methods I ( × ) and II ( ) versus
inlet Mach numbers M1.
2.2.2 Frequency analysis
Results are presented in Fig. 2.4 for various inlet Mach numbers M1. The upper left graph
presents the frequency of the first three eigenmodes predicted by the reference method II
and zero-Mach number methods IIIJm and III
DECBC
Jm . The associated growth rates are
depicted on the upper right, lower left and lower right graphs, respectively.
The behaviour of the first eigenmode shows a strong dependency on the Mach number.
The frequency is proportional to the convective time delay of the flow, suggesting that
this first eigenmode is coupled with entropic waves. This eigenmode is not predicted
by method IIIJm (as expected). The second and third eigenmodes do not present the
same behaviour and their frequencies do not follow a linear behaviour with respect to M1.
At very small Mach number, the reference solution II and Helmholtz computations with
method IIIJm give the same estimation of the frequencies. It suggests that the second and
third eigenmodes are mostly acoustic, but influenced by their interactions with the mean
flow and the coupling with entropy waves at the exit nozzle. Note that when approaching
Mach number M1 = 0.05, the first two eigenmodes tend to merge into a unique unstable
mode. Such behaviour has already been observed by Goh & Morgans (2013) who computed
several academic combustors while taking into account the dissipation and dispersion of
the entropy wave. It was shown that the entropy wave can destabilise a stable combustor
and vice-versa, and that some configurations can exhibit a mode switch between unstable
eigenmodes.
As the first eigenmode is purely dependent on the convective time delay, it can obviously
not be captured by the Helmholtz solver when using method IIIJm. In the same way, the
two other eigenmodes computed with IIIJm are invariant in frequency whichever the Mach
number prescribed, because no convective effect is taken into account. The relative growth
rates of the eigenmodes are also very close to zero, suggesting that the stability map of
this kind of configuration cannot be estimated with a simple Helmholtz solver but that
the DECBC extended model can.
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Figure 2.4 - First three eigenmodes computed with methods II ( × ), IIIJm ( )
and IIIDECBCJm ( ) versus inlet Mach numbers M1.
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It is remarkable that the zero-Mach number method IIIDECBCJm is able to capture the
frequency of each eigenmode. By comparison with the reference method II, the growth
rate is also correctly estimated, although slightly overestimated for M1 > 0.025.
2.2.3 Mode shapes analysis
Eigenmode shapes computed at M1 = 0.00625 and M1 = 0.05 are depicted on left and right
columns of Fig. 2.5 for the second eigenmode. The first two rows present the modulus and
phase of the fluctuating total enthalpy Jˆ , respectively, while the last two rows present the
modulus and phase of the fluctuating mass flow rate mˆ, respectively. All data are made
non-dimensional by setting max∣mˆ∣ = 1 and arg(mˆ) = 0 where max∣mˆ∣ is reached.
As expected, the zero-Mach number method IIIJm where entropy waves are not taken
into account give good results at very low Mach number. At larger Mach numbers, the
modes shapes are mispredicted because the frequency is not well predicted and corre-
sponds to the zero-Mach number solution. However, modes shapes computed with method
IIIDECBCJm are very close to the reference method II. The enthalpy and mass-flow rate
jumps across the flame at x = xf are well captured. The present results show that the
use of the DECBC approach is able to capture mixed-modes based on coupling between
entropy and acoustics, and to predict them correctly, despite the fact that the mean flow
is neglected within the computational domain.
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M1 = 0.00625 M1 = 0.05
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Figure 2.5 - Mode shapes at M1 = 0.0125 (left column) and M1 = 0.05 (right column)
for the second eigenmode with the reference method II (×), method IIIJm ( ) and
method IIIDECBCJm ( ). First two rows: modulus and phase of the fluctuating total
enthalpy Jˆ , respectively. Last two rows: modulus and phase of the fluctuating mass flow
rate mˆ, respectively.
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2.3 Extension of DECBC to 3D
The purpose of this section is to describe the implementation of the DECBC methodology
within a 3D numerical Helmholtz solver. The derivation of the equations which leads to the
inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation is presented first and completed by the reformulation
into an eigenvalue problem discretised and solved by the code. The implementation of the
boundary condition is then discussed.
2.3.1 The zero-Mach number Helmholtz equation
The starting point for the derivation of the Helmholtz equation is the set of linearised
equations of conservation for a fluid (see Eqs. (1.6) - (1.8)). The Helmholtz equation
relies on the zero-Mach number assumption, which means that u = 0. Application of this
assumption to the momentum equation for the mean flow Eq. (1.10) also implies that∇p = 0. The set of linearised equations then reduces to:
∂ρ′
∂t
+ u′∇ρ + ρ∇ ⋅ u′ = 0 (2.31)
ρ
∂u′
∂t
+∇p′ = 0 (2.32)
∂s′
∂t
+ u′∇s = rq′
p
(2.33)
The next step is to express a link between entropy and the pressure and the density.
First, the variation of entropy may be expressed with the following relation (Shapiro,
1953):
ds = CvdT − p
ρ2
dρ (2.34)
From the linearised state equation:
dT
T
= dp
p
− dρ
ρ
(2.35)
one may write:
Ds
Dt
= Cv
p
Dp
Dt
− Cp
ρ
Dρ
Dt
(2.36)
As the mean flow quantities are independent of time, Eq. (2.36) reduces to the following
expression for the mean entropy gradient:
∇s = Cv
p
∇p − Cp
ρ
∇ρ (2.37)
As explained above the zero-Mach number assumption implies that ∇p = 0, so that
Eq. (2.37) reduces to ∇s = −Cpρ ∇ρ. Introducing the expression of ∇s in the linearised
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energy equation (2.33) and using the linearised state and entropy equations (1.54) to
eliminate ρ′, the set of equations (2.31) - (2.33) can be simplified to:
1
γp
∂p′
∂t
+∇ ⋅ u′ = rq′
Cpp
(2.38)
∂u′
∂t
+ 1
ρ
∇p′ = 0 (2.39)
Finally, taking the time derivative of Eq. (2.38) and adding the divergence of Eq. (2.39)
allows to write the following inhogeneous wave equation:
1
γp
∂2p′
∂t2
−∇ ⋅ (1
ρ
∇p′) = γ − 1
γp
∂q′
∂t
(2.40)
As recalled in section 1.2.2, this study is conducted in the frequency domain: a fluctu-
ating quantity, g′(x, t), is defined by its complex amplitude, gˆ, and angular frequency, ω,
through g′(x, t) =R{gˆ(x)e−jωt}. This assumption implies that a time derivative becomes
a simple multiplication by −jω. Eq. (2.40) can then be reformulated in the frequency
domain as the following Helmholtz equation:
ρ (x) c2 (x) ∇ ⋅ ( 1
ρ(x)∇pˆ(x)) + ω2pˆ(x) = jω (γ(x) − 1) qˆ(x) (2.41)
where the sound speed c, the mass density ρ and the heat capacity ratio γ are local
variables.
In order to close the problem, the flame that constitutes a forcing source is often
modelled as a purely acoustic element thanks to a n − τ type of model (Crocco, 1952):
qˆ(x) = nlocal(x)uˆ(xref)ejωτlocal(x) ⋅nref (2.42)
Eq. (2.42) essentially relates the unsteady heat release qˆ to acoustic quantities uˆ at a
reference location denoted xref by an amplification factor nlocal (unit [J.m
−4]) and a time
delay τlocal (unit [s]). The nlocal − τlocal parameters can be estimated experimentally, by
analytical models or directly extracted from the LES database by post-processing the heat
release rate and velocity signals of an oscillating flame (forced or self excited). Appendix B
presents more details about the active flame model and especially about the method
employed to compute the n − τ fields from the LES. Note that the Helmholtz equation
only involves the acoustic pressure pˆ and that the velocity vector uˆ can be deduced from pˆ
by using the momentum equation: jωρuˆ = ∇pˆ. Finally Eq. (2.41) solved by the Helmholtz
solver is rewritten as follows:
ρ (x) c2 (x) ∇ ⋅ ( 1
ρ(x)∇pˆ(x)) + ω2 pˆ(x) = (γ(x) − 1) nlocal(x)ejωτlocal(x)∇pˆ(xref) ⋅nrefρ(xref)
(2.43)
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Figure 2.6 - Schematic representation of the curvilinear coordinates system of the com-
putational domain. The nozzle boundary condition is located at ξ = 0. The normal n of
the boundary is taken inward.
2.3.2 Boundary conditions and DECBC implementation
In this section, the boundary condition that couples acoustic and entropy waves is derived
first in a general manner with mean flow effects included. Then the transition to the
zero-Mach number assumption is made to match the Helmholtz solver formalism. As far
as purely acoustic aspects have been treated previously in chapter 1 and do not bring new
difficulties, the boundary condition implemented in the solver must be reformulated with
a new term that introduces the entropy contribution.
The acoustic impedance is imposed to the computational domain as a uniform bound-
ary condition over a discretised surface. In this context the boundary condition relies
on a quasi-1D formulation. Hence, the fluctuating pressure and velocity fields can be
reformulated in a general manner with the following 1D relations (Pierce, 1981):
pˆ(ξ)
γp
= Aoutejkoutξ +Aine−jkinξ (2.44)
uˆ(ξ) ⋅ n
c
= − (Aoutejkoutξ −Aine−jkinξ) (2.45)
where kin = ω/c(1−M) and kout = ω/c(1+M) are the acoustic wave number of the acoustic
waves Ain and Aout propagating along on the curvilinear axis ξ (see Fig. 2.6). Ain is the
wave entering into the computational domain while Aout is the wave leaving the domain
at c(1 +M). Note that the minus sign in front of the RHS of Eq. (2.45) stems from the
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fact that the unit vector normal to the exit boundary is colinear with the ξ-axis, pointing
toward the negative ξ. Following Marble & Candel (1977) an acoustic wave is generated
by the entropy spots flowing through the exit nozzle or turbine. At the location ξ = 0
where the boundary condition is imposed, the wave Ain represents the acoustics generated
by the nozzle and entering the computational domain. It can be assumed linear in the
two outgoing waves:
Ain = Rp,uAout +Rp,sσout (2.46)
where Rp,u and Rp,s are the reflection coefficients for an impacting acoustic and entropy
wave, respectively. The term σ is the wave of the entropy fluctuations sˆ(ξ)/Cp = σoutejksξ
that is leaving the domain, Cp is the heat capacity at constant pressure and ks = ω/(cM)
the wave number associated to the convection of entropy spots by the mean flow. At ξ = 0,
Eqs. (2.44) and (2.45) become:
pˆ(ξ)
γp
= Aout +Ain (2.47)
uˆ(ξ) ⋅ n
c
= −Aout +Ain (2.48)
while
sˆ
Cp
= σout (2.49)
Eq. (2.46) may then be recast into the following relation:
pˆ(Rp,u − 1) − ρ c uˆ ⋅ n(Rp,u + 1) + 2γp
Cp
Rp,s sˆ = 0 (2.50)
with Rp,u = Ain/Aout and Rp,s = Ain/σout. Note that all the parameters γ, p, ρ, c and Cp
must be taken at the location where the boundary condition represented by Eq. (2.50) is
imposed. After introducing the relation between the acoustic impedance and the acoustic
reflection coefficient ZM=0p,u = (Rp,u + 1)/(Rp,u − 1), the implementation of Eq. (2.50) into
the Helmholtz solver AVSP leads finally to the following reformulation of the boundary
condition (2.50):
pˆ
ZM=0p,u − ρ c uˆ ⋅ n + Z
M=0
p,u − 1
ZM=0p,u
γp
Cp
Rp,s sˆ = 0 (2.51)
As the Helmholtz solver relies on the zero-Mach number assumption, the effect of
elements, such as the nozzle, where a mean flow occurs can simply be taken into account
by imposing the right energy flux through the proper acoustic impedance formulation (see
Sec. 1.2.2). Under the zero-Mach number assumption, the general boundary condition
described at Eq. (2.51) takes then the following formulation:
pˆ
ZM=0p,u − ρ c uˆ ⋅ n = 0 (2.52)
The use of the momentum equation (jωρuˆ ⋅ n = ∇pˆ ⋅ n) allows to write Eq. (2.52) only as
a function of the pressure variable as follow:
∇pˆ (x) ⋅ n = jω
c (x)ZM=0p,u pˆ (x) (2.53)
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where (x) represents here the vector of nodes located at the boundary where the impedance
is imposed.
However imposing only the acoustic impedance, Eq. (2.52), means neglecting the
entropy-acoustics coupling and the subsequent sound being generated by the entropy
spots flowing through the exit nozzle or turbine. Now, sˆ in Eq. (2.53) is not available in
the Helmholtz domain and the entropy fluctuation at the edge of the combustion chamber
must be modelled before Eq. (2.51) can be applied. This is done here by applying the
DECBC modelling formalism described in Sec. 2.1.4. The entropy fluctuations at the
boundary condition takes the following expression:
sˆ = GusGcejω(τus+τc)uˆ (xref) ⋅ nref (2.54)
where uˆ (xref) ⋅ nref is the fluctuating acoustic velocity taken at a reference point xref
and in direction nref . Reformulation of Eq. (2.51) leads to the following Delayed Entropy
Coupled Boundary Condition (DECBC):
∇pˆ (x) ⋅ n = jω
c (x)ZM=0p,u pˆ (x) + γpCpRp,sZ
M=0
p,u − 1
ZM=0p,u GusGcejω(τus+τc)
∇pˆ(xref) ⋅ nref
c (x)ρref (2.55)
2.3.3 Numerical resolution strategy
Eq. (2.41) corresponds to a non-linear eigenvalue problem which can be solved numerically
by using appropriate algorithms (Nicoud et al., 2007; Salas, 2013). First the Eq. (2.43) is
discretised using a finite element method and turned into the following matrix form:
Apˆ + B(ω)pˆ + ω2pˆ = C(ω)pˆ (2.56)
where the matrix A, B and C are defined as follows:
A = ρ (x) c2 (x) ∇ ⋅ ( 1
ρ (x)∇)
B = c (x)⎛⎝ jωZM=0p,u + γpCpRp,sZ
M=0
p,u − 1
ZM=0p,u GusGcejω(τus+τc)
∇ref
ρ(xref)⎞⎠ (2.57)C = (γ (x) − 1)nlocal (x) ejωτlocal(x) ∇ref
ρ (xref)
The discretisation procedures of the operator ∇ ⋅ ( 1ρ(x)∇) contained in the matrix A are
described in Appendix C. B is the matrix containing the impedances at boundary points,
and C the active flame operator. In both B and C the term ∇ref should be understood as
the gradient of the pressure taken at the reference point and along the reference direction
nref . Eq. 2.56 is a linear eigenvalue problem if B = 0 and C = 0 and can be solved via the
Arnoldi algorithm. However this is not the case in the present study as complex boundary
impedances as well as an active flame are accounted for. Eq. (2.56) is then linearised in
ω2 with the following iterative procedure:
ωn+1 = αω∗n + (1 − α)ωn (2.58)
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Figure 2.7 - Schematic representation of the fixed-point method.
where ωn is known and ω
∗
n is solution of the problem:[A + ωnB + C(ωn)] pˆ + (ω∗n)2pˆ = 0 (2.59)
Eq. (2.58) allows to obtain ωn+1 for the iteration n + 1. A relaxation coefficient α may be
used to smooth the process in case of convergence difficulties. The algorithm is considered
converged when  = ∣ωn − ω∗n∣ < 0.01. The present algorithm is known as the fixed-point
method and is represented schematically in Fig. 2.7. Note that if the impedance ZM=0p,u is
not constant, it should be computed at each iteration to provide a value for the complex
excitation frequency ωn. Finally, the real part of ωn is the eigenfrequency (unit [Hz])
while the imaginary part represents the damping/growth rate of the eigenmode (unit
[s−1]), depending on its negative/positive sign, respectively.
2.3.4 Validations
The implementation of the Delayed Entropy Coupled Boundary Condition in the numeri-
cal Helmholtz solver AVSP is validated by computing the eigenmodes of the configuration
described in Sec. 2.1 and depicted in Fig. 2.1. The results from AVSP/DECBC are com-
pared to the analytical reference method II (see Sec. 2.1.2) and the zero-Mach number
analytical method IIIDECBCJm . For both methods using DECBC, the gain G and time delay
τ of the transfer functions for the generation and convection of entropy fluctuations (see
Eqs. (2.21) and (2.23)) are the same (see Table 2.2). Similarly, the imposed impedance
and acoustic/entropy reflection coefficient are also the same (see Eqs. (2.18) and (2.12)).
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Figure 2.8 - First three eigenmodes computed with the reference analytical method II
( × ), the zero-Mach number analytical method IIIDECBCJm ( ) and the numerical
Helmholtz solver AVSP coupled with DECBC ( ).
Results are depicted in Fig. 2.8. All methods give exactly the same frequency. The
growth rates still differ between the reference method and the zero-Mach number compu-
tations using DECBC. However computations with AVSP/DECBC are slightly closer to
the reference method than the analytical method IIIDECBCJm . Such discrepancies may be
attributed to the fact that the location of the reference point xref for the DECBC model
is not exactly the same between the analytical and the numerical methods. Indeed, in
the numerical solver the location of the reference point depends on the distribution of the
mesh nodes. In the present case, xref is actually located 0.001 m upstream of the flame.
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A combustion instability in a combustor terminated by a nozzle is analysed and mod-
elled thanks to a low order Helmholtz solver. A Large Eddy Simulation (LES) of the
corresponding turbulent, compressible and reacting flow is first performed and analysed
thanks to Dynamic Mode Decomposition (DMD). The mode with the highest amplitude
shares the same frequency of oscillation as the experiment (approx. 320 Hz) and it shows
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the presence of large entropy spots generated within the combustion chamber and con-
vected down to the exit nozzle. The lowest thermo-acoustic mode being in the range
700 − 750 Hz, it is postulated that the instability observed around 320 Hz stems from a
mixed entropy/acoustic mode where the acoustic generation associated with entropy spots
being convected throughout the choked nozzle plays a key role.
The objectives of this chapter are then as follows:
• build and analyse a large-eddy simulation data base to establish the presence of
mixed modes in a realistic combustion chamber;
• develop and validate a methodology to estimate the entropy/acoustic transfer func-
tions so as to feed the DECBC model in a Helmholtz solver;
• apply the obtained low-order method to the 3D industrial-like combustor.
First, the industrial configuration, the numerical set-up and the associated low-
frequency instability are presented in section 3.1, followed by preliminary results in
section 3.2. In section 3.3 a Dynamic Mode Decomposition (DMD) is applied to the
LES results in order to investigate the presence of an entropy-acoustic coupling via
the reconstruction of a reduced-order model. An acoustic study is performed with the
help of a zero-Mach number Helmholtz solver (see section 3.4.2), demonstrating that a
classical thermo-acoustic approach cannot represent the observed low-frequency mode,
even though the coupling between the heat release fluctuations from the flame and the
acoustics is taken into account. In section 3.4.4 results from the zero-Mach number
Helmholtz solver with the DECBC approach are presented to illustrate the benefit of the
method. Finally, in section 3.5 a sensitivity study is performed to optimise the shape of
the downstream nozzle. It is shown that for certain geometry of the nozzle, the growth
rate of the unstable mode can be reduced. LES computations with an extended geometry
of the nozzle confirm that the combustion instability can be significantly attenuated with
the proposed methodology.
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3.1 Experimental configuration and numerical set-up
3.1.1 Description of the experimental configuration
The case considered in this study is a combustor developed by the SAFRAN Group for
aero-engine applications. Figure 3.1 shows the combustion chamber and the casing with
primary and dilution holes although some parts of the geometry are not displayed for con-
fidentiality reasons. The air inlet connected to the upstream compressor is also displayed.
Note that the downstream high pressure distributor which connects the combustor to the
turbine in the actual experiment is not represented here nor directly accounted for in the
remaining of the study. Instead it is modelled by a choked nozzle with equivalent cross
section area. For choked conditions, this ensures that the chamber sees an outlet condition
close to the actual one. The whole mass-flow rate is not entering into the nozzle: approx.
16% is routed downstream of the surrounding casing (modelled in the simulation by suc-
tion walls). The fuel line is also visible, as well as the swirled injector used to mix fuel and
air and to generate the recirculation zone which stabilises the flame. In the engine, several
injectors are mounted all around the azimuthal combustion chamber although only one
sector with one injector is displayed in the figure. Note that this geometry is representative
of a typical aero-engine gas turbine combustor, as studied in other works (see Dowling &
Stow, 2003).
Experiments were performed by SAFRAN on the present configuration in order to
study the effect of liquid water ingestion. Depending on the ratio between the mass flow
rates of water and air, the overall stability of the engine evolves, the combustor becoming
increasingly unstable as the mass flow rate of water increases. As the temperature of the
ingested liquid water is approx. 300 K, it is postulated that all of the liquid water is
vaporised when flowing through the compressor and that the main effect of its ingestion is
to decrease the temperature of the air feeding the combustor. Although not detailed in the
present thesis, several LES computations have been performed at SAFRAN for different
inlet boundary condition:
• one which takes into account the mass fraction of vaporised water in the gas entering
into the combustor,
• one where only pure air enters the combustion chamber.
No significant differences were observed on the flame dynamics or the frequency and am-
plitude of the instability. In consequence, the effect of liquid water is taken into account
in the present study by only decreasing the air entering into the combustor. It is pos-
sible to link the inlet temperature Tinlet to the mass flow rates of liquid water and air
by a simple enthalpy balance. The engine is found stable for Tinlet approx. 760 K but
unstable for Tinlet approx. 560 K. In unstable cases the measured pressure signal exhibit
strong fluctuations at approximately 330 Hz and with a maximum amplitude of approx.
5 × 104 Pa.
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Figure 3.1 - Description of the configuration of interest. One sector of the azimuthal
SAFRAN combustor is represented. The high pressure distributor downstream of the
combustion chamber is modelled by a nozzle with equivalent cross section and which is
either rectangular (top) or circular (bottom). Some parts are hidden for confidentiality
reasons.
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3.1.2 Numerical set-up
To analyse this instability, large eddy simulations (LES) were performed using the AVBP
code which embeds a cell-vertex formulation and a set of finite element / finite volume
schemes for unstructured meshes. A two-step Taylor-Galerkin scheme (3nd order in time
and space) was retained (Colin & Rudgyard, 2000). Two regimes were computed by LES,
corresponding to two representative operating conditions investigated experimentally at
SAFRAN: one which contains a strong instability at nearly 330 Hz (Tinlet = 557K; OP-A)
and one which shows no instability (Tinlet = 762K; OP-B). In each case, only one angular
sector (out of 20) was computed, axiperiodic conditions being prescribed at the lateral
boundary. It is consistent with the experimental data showing that the low frequency
instability is not an azimuthal mode.
The main idea of the LES is to resolve the large scale eddies in the flow which contain
most of the energy, while the small scales are represented by subgrid models. For any
given quantity g, the filtered component g is resolved in the numerical simulation while
the subgrid scales g′ = g − g are modelled. Hence, the filtering operation is directly related
to the grid mesh resolution. As the density is variable, a mass-weighted Favre filtering is
introduced according to ρg̃ = ρg. One difficulty raised by LES is that the spatial filtering
of the equations leads to unresolved terms such as the Reynolds stresses or the heat release
and reaction rates. These terms need to be modelled. Another key issue is to represent
the flame front properly. Several approaches are available in the literature to handle this
problem and the present study uses the Dynamic Thickened Flame Model (Colin et al.,
2000). Basically the idea is to artificially thicken the flame by a factor F . However
in turbulent flows, the interaction between turbulence and chemistry is altered and the
thickening of the flame reduces the ability of the vortices to wrinkle the flame front. In
order to conserve the flame speed and to not underestimate the reaction rate, the diffusivity
and the reaction rate is corrected by an efficiency function E . In the dynamic formulation
of the thickened flame model, F is not constant and is driven by a sensor S depending
on the local temperature and mass fractions. This sensor locates the flame zone so as to
not apply the factor F in non reactive zones. The efficiency function describes effects of
the sub-grid scale wrinkling as a function of the local sub-grid turbulence velocity u′ and
spatial filter size ∆. More details can be found in the literature (Poinsot & Veynante,
2011). In summary, the LES computed in the present thesis solve the following set of
filtered modelled equations:
• Momentum
∂ρũi
∂t
+ ∂
∂xj
(ρũiũj) = − ∂
∂xj
[pδij − 2 (µ + µt) (S̃ij − 1
3
S̃llδij)] (3.1)
where ρ is the density, u the velocity, p the pressure, µ the dynamic viscosity of the
gas, µt the turbulent viscosity and Sij the strain rate tensor:
Sij = 1
2
(∂ũi
∂xj
+ ∂ũj
∂xi
) (3.2)
Subscripts i,j and l refer to the three spatial dimensions while µt is the subgrid scale
turbulent viscosity which must be modelled.
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• Energy
∂ρẼ
∂t
+ ∂
∂xj
(ρẼũj) = − ∂
∂xj
[ũipδij − 2µũi (S̃ij − 1
3
S̃llδij)]
+ [Cp (EF µ
Pr
+ (1 − S) µt
P tr
) ∂T̃
∂xj
]
+ ∂
∂xj
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
N∑
k=1
⎛⎝⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣EF µSc,k + (1 − S) µtStc,k
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦WkW ∂X̃k∂xj − ρỸk (Ṽ cj + Ṽ c,tj )⎞⎠ h̃s,k
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦+ Eω˙TF (3.3)
where E is the total energy per mass unit, T the temperature, Cp the specific heat
capacity, W is the mean molecular weight of the mixture while X and Y are the
species molar and mass fractions, respectively. E is the efficiency function, F is the
flame thickening factor and S the sensor. The vectors Ṽ cj + Ṽ c,tj are the corrected
diffusion velocities, hs,k correspond to the sensible enthalpies per mass unit and
finally ω˙T is the reaction rate modelled by an Arrhenius law.
• Species
∂ρỸk
∂t
+ ∂
∂xj
(ρỸkũj) =
∂
∂xj
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎛⎝EF µSc,k + (1 − S) µtStc,k⎞⎠WkW ∂X̃k∂xj − ρỸk (Ṽ cj + Ṽ c,tj )
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦+ Eω˙kF (3.4)
where ω˙k are the reaction rate of each species computed from the Arrhenius law.
A simple two-step kinetic scheme was used to represent kerosene-air chemistry (Franzelli
et al., 2010). The global power is approx. 1.4 × 106 W while the global equivalence ratio
is approx. 0.3, which is characteristic of lean combustors.
Boundary conditions are imposed through the NSCBC formulation (Poinsot & Lele,
1992) to control spurious acoustic reflections. The solid walls are adiabatic and a classi-
cal logarithmic law is imposed to mimic the near-wall shear stress (Schmitt et al., 2007).
The coincident walls between the combustion chamber and the casing are actually multi-
perforated and modelled in the simulation by an adiabatic homogeneous suction/injection
boundary condition (Mendez & Nicoud, 2008a,b). Only the hydrodynamics effects of the
multiperforated walls are taken into account by the model, not the associated acoustic
damping. For each LES computations data are recorded upon a period of 120 ms after
the whole system reaches a well established limit cycle state. As the expected instability
phenomenon has a frequency of approx. 330 Hz, this latter choice ensures that the aver-
aging procedure of physical fields and signal processing like Fourier transforms cover at
least 40 cycles.
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Figure 3.2 - Axial cut of the meshes for LES computations. Top: baseline mesh (approx.
5.6 millions cells). Bottom: fine mesh (approx. 15 millions cells).
As mentioned in Sec. 3.1.1, the turbine is replaced by a choked nozzle with equivalent
cross section area. The natural question that arises is whether the response of the nozzle
to entropic (temperature) perturbations is sensitive to the three-dimensional nature of the
temperature hot-spots. Two nozzle geometries were tested so as to ensure the robustness
of the results to the shape of the nozzle: a flat one and a circular one, depicted in the
top and bottom of Fig. 3.1, respectively. Two meshes were also tested for the geometry
coupled with a circular nozzle: a coarse one (approx. 5.6 millions cells) and a fine one
(approx. 15 millions cells). Note that in both meshes the veins inside the swirler as well
as the dilution holes are refined to capture the flow details. An axial cut is depicted on
the top and bottom of Fig. 3.2 for the coarse and fine meshes, respectively.
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Moreover, two subgrid scale models for the turbulent viscosity µt in Eqs. (3.1) to (3.4)
have been tested:
• the classical Smagorinsky model (Smagorinsky, 1963)
µt = (CS∆)2 √2S̃ijS̃ij (3.5)
where ∆ denotes the filter characteristic length and CS = 1.8 is a constant. The
turbulent viscosity µt is then proportional to the resolved filtered strain tensor S̃ij .
The Smagorinsky model was developed in the 1960’s and is extensively tested over a
wide range of flow configurations. This model is easy to implement and presents good
properties for flows away from solid walls at a low computational cost. Furthermore,
it supplies the right amount of kinetic energy dissipation in homogeneous isotropic
turbulent flows. The Smagorinsky model is also known as being too dissipative in
wall bounded flows and to over predicts the fluid friction near solid boundaries. This
problem can be avoided by the use of wall-law boundary conditions.
• the Sigma model (Nicoud et al., 2011)
µt = (Cσ∆)2 σ3(σ1 − σ2)(σ2 − σ3)
σ21
(3.6)
where Cσ = 1.5 is a model constant, σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ σ3 ≥ 0 are the singular values of
the resolved velocity gradient tensor. The σ model was developed to overcome
some drawbacks observed on most of the static models without using additional test
filter. Indeed, it presents the interesting properties to vanish in various laminar flow
configurations (pure shear, pure rotation, pure dilatation/contraction, ...) for which
no subgrid scale activity is expected. It also has the property to vanish with the
proper asymptotic behaviour near solid boundaries.
Table 3.1 presents a summary of the LES computations performed on the two operating
points depending on the nozzle geometry and the mesh refinement. In order to discrim-
inate either the effect of the nozzle or the inlet temperature, all numerical and physical
parameters in the computations are strictly the same.
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Mesh Nozzle
Run Operating Point Baseline Fine Circular Flat Regime
1 OP-A × × Unstable
2 OP-B × × Stable
3 OP-A × × Unstable
4 OP-B × × Stable
5 OP-A × × Unstable
6 OP-B × × Stable
Table 3.1 - Summary of the LES computations performed on the two operating points
OP-A (Tinlet = 557 K) and OP-B (Tinlet = 762 K) depending on the nozzle geometry
(circular or flat) and the mesh (coarse mesh approx. 5.6 millions cells, fine mesh approx.
15 millions cells). The last column denotes if the computed flow was found stable or
unstable. Recall that the experiment is unstable for OP-A and stable for OP-B.
3.2 LES preliminary results
Figure 3.3 displays typical snapshots (instantaneous temperature fields) of the LES for
the operating points OP-A and OP-B. Contours of the heat release rate (1 × 109 W.m−3)
are superimposed to the temperature field. Both cases exhibit a typical swirled flame
with a central recirculation zone around the axis of the swirler. An interesting feature of
the flame is that chemical reactions occur also near the cooling film, as well as along the
dilution jet where fresh air flows into the combustor. Theoretically, the role of the dilution
holes is to confine the flame in the upstream zone by suddenly reducing the fuel/air ratio.
In both cases, this objective is reached and the temperature drops down after the dilution
jets. However, in the case of the operating point OP-A (Fig. 3.3 top), a hot pocket
of temperature is released after the dilution jets and the mixture is still reacting when
convected to the downstream nozzle by the mean flow. A set of temperature snapshots is
displayed in Fig. 3.4 showing how this hot pocket is created, convected and ejected by the
nozzle. On the contrary in the case of the operating point OP-B, the dilution jets play
their role and the flame is confined (Fig. 3.3 bottom). Only burned gas are convected to
the downstream nozzle.
The pressure signal is recorded at a probe (denoted A, see Fig. 3.3) located at the
entrance of the nozzle. Results for the operating point OP-A and OP-B are depicted in
Fig. 3.5 by the solid and dotted line, respectively. In the case of OP-A, the pressure exhibits
strong harmonic fluctuations at a fundamental low-frequency close to the experimental
value (330 Hz). The mean pressure is approx. 1.65 × 106 Pa. The amplitude of the limit
cycle is quite large and is in the range of pressure fluctuations amplitudes measured in
the experiments (approx. 5 × 104 Pa). In the case of OP-B, the pressure signal is typical
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Figure 3.3 - Instantaneous fields of temperature with superimposition of one contour of
Heat Release rate (white line, 1×109 W.m−3). Top: operating point OP-A. Bottom: oper-
ating point OP-B. The snapshots are from Runs #5 and #6, respectively (see table 3.1).
Some parts are hidden for confidentiality reasons.
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Figure 3.4 - Instantaneous fields of temperature with superimposition of one contour
of Heat Release rate (white line, 1 × 109 W.m−3). Full cycle of the evolution of the
temperature. Top left: the flame is confined in the primary zone. Top right: a hot
pocket of temperature is created under the dilution holes. Bottom left: the hot pocket is
convected downstream. Bottom right: the hot pocket is ejected through the exit nozzle.
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Figure 3.5 - Pressure signals from LES data at probe A and for the circular nozzle
geometry. Solid line ( ): OP-A, Run #5. Dotted line ( ): OP-B, Run #6.
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Figure 3.6 - Spectra of pressure signals from LES data at probe A performed on the
coarse mesh and for the operating point OP-A. Solid line ( ): circular nozzle, Run #1
(see top of Fig. 3.1 and table 3.1). Dotted line ( ): flat nozzle, Run #3 (see bottom
of Fig. 3.1 and table 3.1).
of broadband noise with a smaller fluctuation level. The mean pressure is also higher
(approx. 1.76 × 106 Pa) than for the OP-A case.
In order to assess the influence of the shapes of the downstream nozzle, two computa-
tions have been performed using the baseline mesh for the operating point OP-A, both
with the flat and circular geometry (Runs #1 and #3, see Table 3.1). Figure 3.6 presents
the amplitude of the Fourier transform of each signal recorded at probe A. The first two
peaks at 320 Hz and 640 Hz are virtually the same for both nozzle geometries while the
frequency of the third and fourth peaks (approx. 960 Hz and approx. 1280 Hz, respec-
tively) are slightly shifted. This shows that the estimation of the instability is not sensitive
to the nozzle geometry for the low-frequency mode of interest. Only the circular nozzle
geometry will be considered in the remaining of the study.
To make sure that the LES results are mesh independent, OP-A and OP-B were solved
with the two levels of mesh refinement (Runs #5 and #6 in Table 3.1). Figure 3.7 presents
the modulus of the Fourier transform of the pressure signal recorded at probe A for Runs
#5 (fine mesh) and #1 (baseline mesh). Results for the first unstable mode are similar
even if the amplitude of fluctuations computed with the baseline mesh is slightly under-
predicted and their frequency slightly shifted. This can be explained by the fact that
the baseline mesh is more dissipative and that entropy waves are dissipated too rapidly
during their convection to the downstream nozzle. The modulus of the Fourier transform
of the pressure signal recorded at probe A for the operating point OP-B is also displayed
in Fig. 3.7. A peak is present at the frequency of approx. 435 Hz and has an amplitude
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Figure 3.7 - Spectra of pressure signals from LES data at probe A and for the circular
nozzle geometry. Solid line ( ): OP-A and fine mesh (Run #5). Dotted line ( ):
OP-A and coarse mesh (Run #1). Dot-dashed line with black circles ( ● ): OP-B and
fine mesh (Run #6).
Figure 3.8 - Spectra of pressure signals from LES data at probe A and for the circular
nozzle geometry and fine mesh (OP-A, Run #5). Solid line ( ): Smagorinsky model
(Smagorinsky, 1963). Dotted line ( ): Sigma model (Nicoud et al., 2011).
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of 2500 Pa. It is remarkable that pressure fluctuations for the operating point OP-B are
very weak compared to OP-A, confirming the capacity of LES to capture and discriminate
between stable and unstable regimes on both meshes of Table 3.1.
Additionnaly, to make sure that the LES results are independent of the subgrid
scale model for the turbulent viscosity µt, the Run #5 was computed with the classical
Smagorinsky and the Sigma models as described at Sec. 3.1.2. Results for the modulus of
the Fourier transform of the pressure signal recorded at probe A are depicted in Fig. 3.8.
Results for the first unstable mode are similar both in frequency and amplitude. For
the second unstable mode, results with the Sigma model slightly differ: the frequency is
shifted of a few Hertz while the amplitude is under-estimated. However for the phenomena
of our interest at approx 320 Hz, Fig. 3.8 demonstrates that the results are independent
of the modelling of the turbulent viscosity µt. Finally, as results are very similar even
for mesh refinement and changes of subgrid scale model, the LES computations are
considered robust.
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3.3 Dynamic Mode Decomposition analysis
3.3.1 Theoretical background
Experiments or simulations of flows often lead to complex, dynamic and non-linear sys-
tems which can not be analysed directly by simple visualisation or statistical techniques.
Advanced methods have emerged during the last decades to provide a detailed analysis
of many flow fields. In this context, the extraction of coherent structures from the flow
as well as their stability analysis have become essential. The time-evolution of a flow is
described by:
dv(t)
dt
= Av(t) (3.7)
where v is a vector containing the physical variables representative of the flow and A a
linear operator. When integrated between t and t+∆t while keeping A constant, Eq. (3.7)
leads to:
v(t +∆t) ≈ e∆tAv(t) (3.8)
In practice, the flow is time-discretised and represented by a set of N vectors whose M
components (M >> N) contain any relevant quantity taken either from experimental or
numerical data at N different instants. Mathematically speaking, the data are represented
by the following sequence of vectors:
VN1 = {v1,v2,v3,⋯,vN} (3.9)
where N denotes the last snapshot. If the state vectors contain enough information, the
flow dynamics can be approximated by a linear operator Ã = e∆tA such that :
vn+1 = Ãvn , ∀n (3.10)
The Ã operator may be studied through its eigenvectors Φ̃n and eigenvalues λ̃n which
provide the model structure and frequency/growth rate respectively. In practice, the
eigenvalue problem:
ÃΦ̃n = λ̃nΦ̃n (3.11)
can not be solved since Ã is either unknown or too large. The Dynamic Mode Decompo-
sition (DMD) developed by Schmid (2010) is an algorithm to approximate the matrix Ã.
The DMD is an extension of a previous method presented by Rowley et al. (2009) and
based on the Arnoldi algorithm. The equations (3.9) and (3.10) may be expanded into
the following relation:
ÃVN−11 = VN2 = VN−11 S + reTN−1 (3.12)
where r is the residual vector which tends to 0 when the number of snapshots N increase,
eN−1 is the (N − 1)th unit vector and the matrix S is of companion type with:
S =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 a1
1 0 a2⋱ ⋱ ⋮
1 0 aN−2
1 aN−1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(3.13)
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where the coefficient {a1, a2, a3,⋯, aN−1} are the only unknowns. The matrix S shifts
the snapshot index 1 to N − 1 and is a low-dimensional representation of the full system.
Then the main idea is that S and Ã share the same eigenvalues since they are similar
from Eq. (3.12) if the residual vector in the RHS is indeed negligible. The advantage of
considering S is its reduced size (N − 1 ×N − 1) compared to the size of Ã (M ×M). One
drawback of the DMD is that the operator S may be ill-conditioned in practice, especially
when dealing with noisy signals. Several formulations of S are available in the literature,
as for example by expanding VN−11 via a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) (Schmid,
2010) or a QR-decomposition (Schmid et al., 2011). In the present work, the variant
proposed by Chen et al. (2012) is implemented and described as follows. The operator S
is reformulated by using Eq. (3.12):
S = (VN−11 )−1VN2 (3.14)
Introducing first the following SVD: VN−11 = UΣWH where U and W are unitary and Σ
is diagonal, the Moore-Penrose inversion of (VN−11 )−1 leads to:
(VN−11 )−1 = WΣ−1UH (3.15)
Introducing the substitution U = VN−11 WΣ−1 into Eq. (3.15) and replacing the whole
expression into Eq. (3.14) gives:
S = WΣ−1Σ−1WH (VN−11 )H VN2 (3.16)
The operators W and Σ may be then simply computed by forming the following diago-
nalization: (VN−11 )HVN−11 = WΣ 2WH (3.17)
This construction of S is robust even when VN−11 is nearly rank-deficient, and computing
the product (VN−11 )H VN−11 requires less memory (see Chen et al., 2012) than performing
directly a SVD. The last step is to solve the eigenproblem Ssn = µnsn where sn and µn are
the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of S . From Eq. (3.12) (neglecting the residual term), the
relations between the eigenvectors Φ̃n and eigenvalues λ̃n of Ã and their counterparts sn
and µn are:
Φ̃n = VN−11 sn (3.18)
λ̃n = µn (3.19)
Recalling that Ã = e∆tA, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of A are:
Φn = Φ̃n = VN−11 sn (3.20)
λn = ln(λ̃n)
∆t
= ln(µn)
∆t
(3.21)
Thus studying the (N − 1) × (N − 1) matrix S gives information about the whole flow
dynamics A.
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3.3.2 Application of DMD to the SAFRAN combustor
Dynamic Mode Decomposition (DMD) was applied to the LES data in order to better
understand the nature of the instability illustrated in Sec. 3.2. For this purpose, 200
snapshots were recorded over a time range corresponding to approx. 8 cycles of the
instability, thus leading to a sampling of 28 snapshots by period. This amount of data
is sufficient for the DMD to break down the reactive turbulent flow into dynamically
relevant structures with periodic evolution over time (Schmid, 2010). The input vectors
(see Eq. (3.9)) for the DMD algorithm were built from the nodal values of pressure, static
temperature, entropy, reaction rate and the three-components of the velocity at each grid
point of the mesh used for the LES. Note that the entropy variable, denoted s, is not
directly an output of the code and has been computed for each node of the domain from
LES data with the following expression:
s(x) = Cp(x)
γ(x) ln( p(x)ρ(x)γ(x)) (3.22)
Although not detailed in the present study, several trials have been performed by
changing the total number of snapshots or by composing the input vector with different
sets of variables, showing that the number of variables taken into account in the DMD does
not change the conclusions drawn in the remaining of this study. Moreover, variations in
the total number of snapshots have a limited impact and only shift the frequency of the
most unstable mode by a few Hertz.
The DMD results of the LES of OP-A and OP-B are depicted in the left and right images
of Figs. 3.9 and 3.10, respectively. Figure 3.9 shows the L2 norm ∣∣Φn∣∣L2 = √ΦHn Φn of
the pressure fluctuations associated to the different DMD modes. Figure 3.10 shows the
amplification rate I(λn) of the pressure DMD mode. The DMD analysis for operating
point OP-B does not exhibit a strong emerging mode. Although not evident, a peak is
present at the frequency of 434 Hz and has an amplitude of approx. 3500 Pa, in agreement
with experiences and the Fourier analysis. However results for the unstable operating point
OP-A presented in the left of Fig. 3.9 exhibit a strong peak at 323 Hz, in good agreement
with the Fourier analysis conducted at Sec. 3.2 (see Fig. 3.7). Additional peaks with a
decreasing amplitude are also present at the frequencies of 648 Hz, 969 Hz and 1290 Hz.
A close look at the spectrum of the amplification rate I(λn) depicted in Fig. 3.10 shows
that each mode featuring a strong pressure activity has a null amplification. This result
was expected because the DMD analysis is performed on LES data recorded when the
thermoacoustic instability has reached a limit cycle. The transition from the stable to
unstable operating points, i.e when the energy is growing inside the combustor, has not
been considered in the present study. Note also that the eigenmodes extracted by the
DMD are related by a simple relation fn = nf0, suggesting that the modes of higher
frequency are harmonics of a fundamental mode f0.
The modulus of the fluctuating temperature field for the DMD mode with the highest
amplitude at 323 Hz is depicted in the top of Fig. 3.11. The relative phase of the tem-
perature and pressure mode is also recorded along the combustor, from the swirler to the
exit nozzle. The path where the data are extracted is represented by a white line and the
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Figure 3.9 - Pressure amplitude (L2 norm) spectrum from the DMD analysis of the
LES computation. Left: OP-A. Right: OP-B. The frequency is R(λn).
Figure 3.10 - Amplification spectrum (I(λn)) from the DMD analysis of the LES
computation. Left: OP-A. Right: OP-B. The frequency is R(λn).
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phase is plotted in the bottom of Fig. 3.11. Two different zones can be distinguished, each
with a specific behaviour of the temperature fluctuations:
• Zone I corresponds to the primary zone between the swirler and the dilution holes.
The unsteady swirled flame naturally generates temperature fluctuations, but this
latter mechanism is confined in the primary zone (I). Indeed, the flame is surrounded
by a zero fluctuating temperature area, suggesting that no pockets of temperature
generated by the flame are connected with the zone II downstream of the dilution
holes. This statement is supported by the behaviour of the phase, which shifts from−pi to pi inside the zone I. Fluctuations of temperature are then rolling up inside the
flame and no convection to the downstream zone II occurs.
• Zone II extends from the dilution holes to the exit nozzle. Strong fluctuations of
temperature occur along the jets of fresh air that flow from the dilution holes. A
large pocket of fluctuating temperature is formed at the top end of the jets, in the
middle of the combustor. The phase unrolls monotonously from the formation area
of the hot pockets to the downstream nozzle.
The analysis of the modulus and phase of the temperature for the first DMD mode at
323 Hz suggests that hot pockets of fluctuating temperature are released after the dilution
holes and convected to the downstream nozzle. This statement confirms the scenario
observed in Fig. 3.4 showing a series of temperature fields taken from the LES. However,
the DMD gives more insight about the origin of these hot pockets: they are not created
directly by the flame, which is confined in the primary region, but are generated by the
hot gases interaction with the dilution jets.
In order to better understand the mechanism at the origin of the thermoacoustic insta-
bility, the fluctuating pressure, temperature and velocity fields from the first DMD mode
at 323 Hz were reconstructed over one period. The four phases displayed in Fig. 3.12
support the idea that the unstable mode of interest relies, at least partly, on an entropy-
acoustic coupling. Note that the velocity is represented only by its component along the
y-axis, i.e. the streaming axis of the dilution jets.
• At phase 0, the pressure is low everywhere within the combustion chamber and a
pocket of cold gas is present downstream of the primary reaction zone, roughly at
the middle of the combustion chamber. The velocity perturbations of the dilution
jets are maximum: more fresh air is blown into the combustor,
• At phase pi/2, the cold pocket is convected downstream and the unsteady pressure in
the chamber is approximately zero. The velocity perturbations of the jets are very
small,
• At phase pi, the cold pocket interacts with the exit nozzle and a new pocket of hot gas
is generated downstream of the primary zone, while the fluctuating pressure within
the chamber is now positive and the dilutions jets have reached their minimum
velocities,
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Figure 3.11 - Temperature fluctuations for the first DMD mode at 323 Hz of operating
point OP-A. Top: Modulus over the medium plane. Bottom: phase of the temperature
( ) and pressure ( ) along the path depicted by the white line.
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• At phase 3pi/2, the pocket of hot gas is convected by the mean flow and the pressure
within the chamber decreases, while the velocity perturbations of the dilution jets
are now again very small.
As recalled in the introduction, each interaction between hot or cold pocket of gas
and the nozzle generates acoustics which may propagate downstream (generating what is
known as indirect noise) or upstream (generating another perturbation of the flame region
and promoting the creation of a new entropy spot). This creates a pressure drop between
the surrounding casing and the combustor. In the same phase relation, depending on
the sign of the pressure drop, the dilution jets are either: (a) flowing fresh air into the
combustor, decreasing then the combustion and creating the cold pocket, (b) or blowing
fresh air out of the combustor, enhancing the formation of a hot pocket. When the
pressure drop decreases to zero, the dilution jets are annihilated and the pocket of cold/hot
temperature is no longer sustained and can be released and convected by the mean flow.
The acoustic response of the nozzle to an impacting temperature fluctuation can be
characterised by the analytical theory based on the Euler equations of Duran & Moreau
(2013). The amplitude of the reflected acoustic wave scales with the incident temperature
fluctuation and the ratio pˆ/Tˆ is typically of the order of 100 Pa/K for most nozzles. As
a consequence, for temperature fluctuations of approx. 350 K measured at 323 Hz from
the DMD analysis of the LES data, the pressure fluctuations generated by the nozzle can
then be computed with the help of the reflection coefficient and qualitatively estimated
to be approx. 35000 Pa, which is in fair agreement with the pressure fluctuations (see
Fig. 3.9) measured in the LES. The angle of pˆ/Tˆ is between 3pi/4 and pi, which is also
in agreement with LES/DMD results (see Fig. 3.11). Hence, for this nozzle and flow
regime, temperature pockets impacting the nozzle generate strong opposite-sign pressure
fluctuations in the combustion chamber. Note that any acoustic pressure fluctuation
generates an amount of temperature fluctuations, even in absence of nozzle or accelerated
flow. Under the isentropic assumption one obtains:
Tˆ = T (γ − 1
ρ c2
) pˆ (3.23)
Figure 3.13 shows that the isentropic temperature fluctuations are almost 25 times smaller
that the temperature fluctuations measured in the LES via the DMD and are also out of
phase. This demonstrates that the temperature fluctuations seen in zone II are not the
thermal signature of the pressure (acoustics) fluctuations in the chamber; instead they
are generated by the primary zone/dilution jets interaction. After interacting with the
nozzle, they generate a strong pressure fluctuation of opposite sign. This demonstrates
that the combustion instability does not rely on a purely acoustic mode. The idea that
the unstable mode close to 320 Hz involves a coupling between entropy and acoustics is
further supported by the numerical Helmholtz analysis of the combustor performed at
Sec. 3.4.2, which shows that the smallest purely thermoacoustic frequency mode is close
to 690 Hz, very far from the observed 320 Hz.
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Figure 3.13 - Solid line ( ): reconstructed temperature signal at the entrance of the
nozzle measured from the first DMD mode at 323 Hz. Dotted line ( ): reconstructed
acoustic temperature signal at the entrance of the nozzle computed with Eq. (3.23) and
the pressure signal measured from the first DMD mode at 323 Hz. Note that the second
curve is multiplied by a factor 25 to be comparable to the first one.
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3.4.1 Numerical setup for Helmholtz solver
Since Eq. (2.43) assumes no mean flow, it is necessary to restrict the study of thermo-
acoustic instabilities to only the combustion chamber (where the Mach number is always
small). As depicted in Fig. 3.14, the domain is truncated at the outlet, before the nozzle,
where the Mach number is M ≈ 0.1. Several computations have been performed with
the AVSP Helmholtz solver (see Sec. 2.3) of the operating points OP-A and OP-B. In
all cases, a very coarse mesh (approx. 105 nodes) was generated from the LES grid in
order to represent the geometry properly. An axial cut of this latter mesh is depicted
in Fig. 3.15. Additionally, a zero normal acoustic velocity condition was imposed over
all boundaries except a) over the chamber exit where the nozzle impedance ZM≠0J,m (see
Sec. 1.2.2) is imposed, and b) over the air inlet which is modeled by a constant mass flow
rate mˆ ⋅ n = 0, i.e. ZM≠0J,m =∞.
The sound speed c is computed from the averaged temperature field given by LES
and interpolated on the coarse acoustic mesh: the maps of sound speed are depicted in
Fig. 3.16. In the cold region such as the casing where fresh air is flowing, the sound speed
is approx. 300 m.s−1 for OP-A and approx. 500 m.s−1 for OP-B, while in hot regions where
the flame takes place the sound speed is approx. 900 m.s−1 for both operating points. It is
interesting to notice that in the combustor, the fields of sound speed are rather similar for
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Figure 3.14 - Isocontour of Mach number in the combustor for the computation at op-
erating point OP-A. The black line represents the location where the domain is truncated
(M ≈ 0.1).
Figure 3.15 - Axial cut of the very coarse mesh (approx. 105 nodes) for AVSP compu-
tations.
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Figure 3.16 - Fields of sound speed c time-averaged from LES data.
Top: OP-A, Run #5. Bottom: OP-B, Run #6.
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both OP-A and OP-B. As explained in Sec. 3.3.2, one of the major effect of the combustion
instability is to creates temperature heterogeneities that convect downstream to the nozzle
with a certain frequency. In one period the temperature seen by the combustor after the
dilution holes oscillates around a mean value. Hence, the time-averaged temperature field
does not sensibly differ from OP-A and OP-B.
Figure 3.17 - Fields of nlocal and τlocal computed from the DMD mode at 323 Hz and for
the operating point OP-A, Run #5. The black dot indicates the location of the reference
point xref for the acoustic velocity.
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Figure 3.18 - Fields of nlocal and τlocal computed from the DMD mode at 435 Hz and for
the operating point OP-B, Run #6. The black dot indicates the location of the reference
point xref for the acoustic velocity.
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However the effect of the combustion instability is evident when looking at the rate of
heat release. For this purpose, the fields of nlocal and τlocal are computed from the DMD
mode to extract the fluctuating heat release rate qˆ(x) at each point of the domain as well
as the fluctuating velocity uˆ(xref) ⋅nref at a reference point xref located inside the swirler.
The n− τ fields are computed from the first DMD mode (see Appendix B). For Helmholtz
computations of case OP-A, Fig. 3.17 presents the fields of nlocal and τlocal computed from
the DMD mode at 323 Hz. The reference point xref for the velocity as well as the normal
vector of reference nref are also shown. For computations of the case OP-B, the fields of
nlocal and τlocal are extracted at 436 Hz which is the frequency (see Fig. 3.9) where most of
the activity occurs and are depicted in Fig. 3.18. It is notable that for the OP-A unstable
case, strong fluctuations of heat release rate occur in all the primary zone, from the edge
of the swirler to the dilution jets. On the contrary, the OP-B stable case does not feature
a significant pulsating flame. Most fluctuations of heat release rate are included in small
compact zones located at the edge of the swirler or near dilutions holes.
3.4.2 Results
The main properties of the Helmholtz computations performed as well as the results for the
first mode are gathered in Table 3.2 for OP-A and Table 3.3 for OP-B. The Active Flame
column reports whether or not the flame-acoustic coupling (the RHS term of Eq. (2.43)) is
included. The Outlet Impedance column reports whether the value of ZM≠0J,m (see Sec. 1.2.2)
at the outlet is set to ∞ (simple mˆ ⋅ n = 0 condition) or computed from the analytical nozzle
theory of Duran & Moreau (2013). Computations of the operating points OP-A and OP-
B feature the same behaviour. The first eigenmode obtained for OP-A is in the range of
690 − 730 Hz, very far from the instability at 320 Hz encountered in the experiments and
the LES computations. Similarly, the first mode computed for OP-B is found in the range
of 817 − 840 Hz, contrary to the (limited) thermoacoustic activity observed at approx.
435 Hz. Runs B show that the coupling with the flame only shifts the frequency by a few
Hertz and has a damping effect on the acoustic modes. Runs C show that the use of more
accurate boundary conditions has a limited effect on the frequency of the first eigenmode.
Using an active flame model and proper boundary conditions within a Helmholtz solver
framework is the most employed method to calculate thermoacoustic modes and to draw
the stability map of a reactive system. However Runs D confirm that such a method
totally fails to capture the desired unstable mode of interest (320 Hz) in this particular
study. This result suggests that the instability encountered in the present combustor is
not of the nature of a direct flame-acoustic coupling and supports the idea that it relies
on an other mechanism. The next natural question is: how to evidence this mechanism if
it exists and how to model it in the purely zero-Mach number acoustic framework? The
next section is devoted to an advanced post-processing of the LES by using the Dynamic
Mode Decomposition in order to compute the entropy/acoustic transfer functions required
by the DECBC model.
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Name Outlet Impedance ZM≠0J,m Active Flame Frequency [Hz] Growth rate [s−1]
Run A ∞ no 731 0
Run B ∞ yes 703 −18
Run C Duran & Moreau (2013) no 721 −27
Run D Duran & Moreau (2013) yes 690 −42
Table 3.2 - Results for Helmholtz computations of operating point OP-A (Tinlet = 557 K).
Name Outlet Impedance ZM≠0J,m Active Flame Frequency [Hz] Growth rate [s−1]
Run A ∞ no 839 0
Run B ∞ yes 830 0
Run C Duran & Moreau (2013) no 826 −30
Run D Duran & Moreau (2013) yes 817 −28
Table 3.3 - Results for Helmholtz computations of operating point OP-B (Tinlet = 762 K).
3.4.3 Application of the DECBC approach
Recall that the configuration investigated in the present work exhibits a low frequency
mode of oscillation at a frequency significantly smaller than any acoustic mode. Helmholtz
analysis performed in Sec. 3.4.2 failed to capture this low frequency mode. It is thus natural
to investigate whether the DECBC approach described in chapter 2 helps to recover this
latter mode. The transfer function between the acoustic velocity upstream of the flame and
the entropy generated downstream of the primary zone was assessed by post-processing
the LES via the DMD analysis. More precisely, this entropy transfer function was defined
as:
GLESus e
jωτLESus = < sˆf >
uˆref ⋅ nref (3.24)
where nref is a unitary vector of reference aligned with the main axis of the combustor, uˆref
is the acoustic velocity at the reference point depicted in Fig. 3.19 and < sˆf > is the entropy
fluctuation averaged over a small volume located downstream of the primary combustion
zone, in agreement with the mode structure observed from the DMD analysis of Sec. 3.3.2.
Obtaining the acoustic velocity fluctuations uˆref is challenging because the reference point
is located inside the swirler where hydrodynamic fluctuations are present. However, as
the present study focuses on a low-frequency instability, the hydrodynamic component
is considered negligible. Note that this transfer function is similar to but different from
the classical flame transfer function which relates the upstream acoustic velocity to the
unsteady heat release thanks to a n− τ type of model (Crocco, 1952; Nicoud et al., 2007).
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Figure 3.19 - Computational domain for the Helmholtz analysis. The point of reference
and the zone of averaging used for the entropy generation modeling (Eq. 3.24) are displayed
as well as the exit section where the entropy-acoustic boundary condition (Eq. 2.55) is
applied.
Consequently, the fluctuating velocity uˆref for both the active flame and DECBC approach
is chosen at the same reference point. Following the rationale developed in Sec. 2.1.4, the
DMD analysis was also used to measure the convection time τLESc from the flame region
to the end of the combustion chamber (see Fig. 3.19). Note that because the entropy
spots decay during their convection through the chamber exit (because of the turbulent
mixing and shear dispersion), the time delay τLESc is completed by a gain G
LES
c (smaller
than unity) to relate the entropy in the flame region to the entropy at the exit. Hence it
comes:
GLESc e
jωτLESc = < sˆ >< sˆf > (3.25)
The DMD mode at 323 Hz (OP-A) and 436 Hz (OP-B) were used to assess the entropy
related gains GLESus ; G
LES
c and time delays τ
LES
us ; τ
LES
c so as to fed the DECBC model.
Figure 3.20 presents the following reconstructed signals from this DMD mode:
• the reference fluctuating velocity uˆref ⋅ nref ;
• the fluctuating entropy < sˆf > averaged over a volume located in the middle of the
combustor where the formation of the pocket occurs;
• the fluctuating entropy sˆ averaged over the exit boundary condition of the Helmholtz
domain.
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Figure 3.20 - Reconstructed signals from the first DMD mode at 323 Hz for the operating
point OP-A (Tinlet = 557 K). Dotted line ( ): reference velocity uˆref ⋅ nref . Solid line
( ): entropy < sˆf > averaged in the middle of the combustor. Dot-dashed line ( ):
entropy < sˆ > averaged at the exit plane upstream of the nozzle.
The gain and time-delay of transfer functions described in Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25) can
therefore be easily estimated with the help of elementary signal processing. Results are
summarised in Table 3.4 for the two operating points OP-A (Tinlet = 557 K) and OP-B
(Tinlet = 762 K). Note that these values are supposed to be independent of frequency.
Operating Point GLESus τ
LES
us [s] G
LES
c τ
LES
c [s]
OP-A (Tinlet = 557 K) 84 2.13 × 10−3 0.63 7.82 × 10−4
OP-B (Tinlet = 762 K) 74 1.76 × 10−3 0.48 4.14 × 10−4
Table 3.4 - Gain and time delay of the transfer functions modeling the entropy fluctua-
tions for the operating points OP-A (Tinlet = 557 K) and OP-B (Tinlet = 762 K).
3.4.4 Helmholtz/DECBC results
Helmholtz computations are performed for each operating point OP-A and OP-B by us-
ing the respective fields of sound speed, active flame n − τ fields and transfer functions
from Table 3.4. The outlet impedance ZM≠0J,m is computed from the Duran & Moreau
(2013) theory. Results for the first mode are gathered in Table 3.5. As already stated
in Sec. 3.4.2, the first thermo-acoustic mode for the operating point OP-A oscillates at
around 690 Hz, very far from the 320 Hz instability observed in the LES and experiment;
this thermo-acoustic mode is slightly damped (decay rate of approximatively −40 s−1),
even while taking into account the proper acoustic flux at the inlet/outlet as well as the
coupling between acoustics and combustion through the active flame model. Introducing
the DECBC approach corrects this behaviour: the Helmholtz solver now gives a strong
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unstable mode (growth rate 267 s−1) oscillating at 318 Hz, in fair agreement with the LES
and experiment. Note that the frequency of oscillation obtained (318 Hz) is rather close
to the first DMD mode (323 Hz), thus justifying a posteriori the fact that the transfer
function gain and delay were supposed independent of frequency when performing the
Helmholtz computations. The shapes of the first modes found either by the DMD analysis
or the Helmholtz computations with the DECBC approach are depicted in Fig. 3.21. The
fluctuating pressure pˆ is made non dimensional by setting max(R(pˆ)) = 1. It is remark-
able that the eigenmode computed by the Helmholtz solver with the DECBC approach
(bottom of Fig. 3.21) is rather similar to the DMD mode (top of Fig. 3.21). The maximum
amplitude of fluctuation is located inside the whole combustion chamber, while the casing
exhibits a structure close to a quarter wave mode.
Operating Point Frequency [Hz] Growth/Decay rate [s−1]
OP-A 318 +267
OP-B 429 +12
Table 3.5 - Helmholtz computations with the DECBC approach.
The methodology described previously is also applied to the operating point OP-B.
Results exhibit the same behaviour (Table 3.5). A mode is found at 429 Hz with a
small growth rate, consistent with the LES result which showed a small amplitude mode
at 435 Hz. In Silva et al. (2013), authors mention that the growth rates assessed by a
Helmholtz solver should be offset by a negative quantity which represents all the damping
effects not included in the zero-Mach number framework (acoustic boundary layers, vortex
generation in shear layers, etc.). Consequently the mode predicted for case OP-B at
(+12 s−1) is consistent with the DMD analysis and experiments. Note also that the
growth rate obtained for OP-A is much larger than for OP-B in full agreement with
the LES/experimental results which display a strong instability in the first case only.
The acoustic-entropy coupling allows, once included in a low-order Helmholtz solver, to
recover the low frequency instability of the LES/experiments. This demonstrates that this
instability is indeed driven by the acoustic waves generated by strong entropy fluctuations
being convected through the nozzle. To the authors knowledge, this is the first time that
such an instability is identified in an aeroengine configuration.
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Figure 3.21 - Shapes of the first pressure eigenmode for the operating point OP-A
(Tinlet = 557 K). Top: DMD analysis (323 Hz). Bottom: Helmholtz computation with
the DECBC approach (318 Hz). The fluctuating pressure pˆ is made non dimensional by
setting max(R(pˆ)) = 1.
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3.5 Application of DECBC: Optimisation of combustion in-
stabilities
A novel strategy to take into account mean flow effects in a zero-Mach number Helmholtz
solver has been developed in chapters 1 and 2. It relies on:
• a new formulation of the acoustic impedance to capture the energy damping due to
the effect of flow convection on the propagation of acoustic waves;
• a new boundary condition (DECBC) that introduces the entropy/acoustic coupling
with the help of transfer functions that model the generation and convection of
entropy fluctuations to the downstream exit.
When applied to a realistic aero-engine configuration consisting of a choked nozzle mounted
on a combustion chamber, such approach proves able to capture a low frequency unsta-
ble mode in full agreement with LES computations and DMD analysis (see Sec. 3.4).
Moreover, it was shown that a purely thermo-acoustic analysis cannot reproduce such
instability.
The purpose of the present section is to study the ability of a Helmholtz solver coupled
with DECBC to design a new combustor so as to reduce the thermoacoustic instability.
The present study focuses on the optimisation of the downstream nozzle via the modifi-
cation of its geometry. In a first step, the ability of AVSP/DECBC to follow the impact
of the changes of the nozzle length on the unstable modes is tested by computations of
a simple 1D test case. Then, AVSP/DECBC computations of the realistic aero-engine
combustor described in chapter 3 are resumed. The gradual increase of the nozzle length
shows that the combustion instability is progressively damped. Finally, a new set of LES
computations confirms that the new nozzle designed during the optimisation study with
AVSP/DECBC makes the combustor more stable.
3.5.1 Influence of the nozzle length on thermoacoustic instabilities
Description of the test case
The configuration investigated in the present section is similar to the one studied in chap-
ter 2 and depicted in Fig. 3.22. It consists of a combustion chamber of constant cross
section and fixed length Lc where a compact flame (thickness δf = 0.005 m) is located at
x = xf . The chamber is connected to an isentropic choked nozzle of length L−Lc. The aim
of the present section is to study the impact on thermoacoustic eigenmodes of a gradual
increase of the length L of the nozzle.
Thermodynamic parameters used in the computation of eigenmodes of the configuration
are presented in Table 3.6.
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Figure 3.22 - Configuration investigated in section 3.5.1.
T1 [K] p1 [Pa] M1 T2 [K] γ r [SI] Lc [m] xf [m] δf [m]
300 101325 0.05 1200 1.4 287 1 0.75 0.005
Table 3.6 - Thermodynamic parameters for the computation of the configuration in
Fig. 3.22.
The eigenmodes of this simple configuration are computed by two different methods:
• Method Inum is the solution in the whole domain of the LEE numerical solver
described at Sec. 1.3.1. This is considered as the reference solution. Note that the
mean flow field inside the nozzle is described by an analytical distribution of the
mean flow Mach number as follow:
M2(x) =M2(Lc) + (Mout(L) −M2(Lc)) (x −Lc
L −Lc)3 (3.26)
In this equation, M2(Lc) is the Mach number at the inlet of the nozzle and is deduced
from the flow field parameters upstream of the flame. Mout(L) is the Mach number
imposed at the exit of the nozzle. In the present study, Mout(L) = 1.5 so as to ensure
that the flow is choked at the nozzle throat located at xth. As the total length L is
a variable parameter, the throat location xth will then follow accordingly.
• Method AVSP/DECBC is the solution of the Helmholtz solver only in the combus-
tion chamber region of the domain. The DECBC approach described at Sec. 2.1.4
is used as well as the impedance defined with the set variables Jˆ , mˆ so as to ensure
that the right acoustic energy flux is imposed. The impedance ZM≠0J,m is computed
from the analytical method of Duran & Moreau (2013) by imposing the nozzle ge-
ometry taken from the the computation with method Inum and which follow the
Mach distribution from Eq. (3.26). The sound speed and density fields required to
solves Eq. (2.43) are deduced from the imposed temperature field T1 for x < xf and
T2 for x > xf . The gains and time delays required by the transfer function of the
DECBC model (see Eq. (2.54)) are invariant and summarised in Table 3.7, as well
as the location of the reference point xref for the velocity fluctuations, taken slightly
upstream of the flame.
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Gus τus [s] Gc τc [s] xref [m]
43.4 0 1 0.00356 0.749
Table 3.7 - Parameters of the transfer functions used in the DECBC model to compute
the configuration depicted in Fig 3.22.
Results
In the present study, the length L − Lc of the nozzle is gradually raised from 0 (compact
conditions) to 0.5 m, which is the half of the combustor length. The frequencies and
growth rates of the first four eigenmodes are depicted in Fig. 3.23. As expected, the main
effect of extending the nozzle length is to create a much larger combustor. Hence the
frequency decreases linearly as the nozzle length increase. The impact of the nozzle length
on the growth rate is however less intuitive. Depending on the configuration, eigenmodes
of the combustor may be stabilised or become unstable. Results with the AVSP/DECBC
method are close to the reference method although some discrepancies occur. However
the curves follow the same behaviour, demonstrating the capacity of the DECBC model
to reproduce the evolution of both the frequency and growth rate depending on the nozzle
length, which is virtually taken into account through the impedance.
3.5.2 Application to the realistic gas turbine
AVSP/DECBC Results
Following the methodology employed in Sec. 3.4, computations of the OP-A unstable
case are performed with the 3D Helmholtz solver with only the modification of the exit
impedance ZM≠0J,m . For each computation, the geometry of the nozzle used for the compu-
tation of the impedance ZM≠0J,m is completed by an additional segment Lnoz located between
the baseline nozzle and the combustor (see Fig. 3.24). Note that the actual dissipation of
the entropy along the nozzle is not taken into account in the present model. The fields of
sound speed (see Fig. 3.16) and n − τ for the active flame (see Fig. 3.17), as well as the
DECBC parameters (see Table 3.4) remain unchanged.
Results are depicted in Fig. 3.25. The frequency and the growth rate of the unstable
mode decrease linearly as the length Lnoz increases. Although the frequency of the unstable
mode is only shifted by a few Hz, it is noteworthy that the growth rate can be strongly
damped by the extension of the nozzle. Indeed, the introduction of an additional length
at the entrance of the nozzle has the effect to add an additional time lag that impact the
relative phase between pˆ and Tˆ . For the present configuration, the resulting effect is to
lower the rate of acoustic pressure generated at the nozzle when impacted by temperature
heterogeneities.
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Figure 3.23 - First four eigenmodes (from top to bottom) computed with the M ≠ 0
method Inum ( ) and the M = 0 method AVSP/DECBC (●), versus nozzle length
L −Lc.
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Figure 3.24 - Schematic representation of the extension of the nozzle geometry by a
new segment Lnoz.
The present study should be understood as qualitative. Indeed, as explained in
Sec. 3.4.4, because all of the damping effects are not taken into account in the modelling,
it is difficult to know exactly which value of the growth rate defines the limit between
a stable or an unstable system. However such optimisation study provides a qualitative
information about the evolution of the growth rate depending on the evolution of cer-
tain parameter, here Lnoz. According to Fig. (3.25), the growth rate predicted by the
Helmholtz solver with DECBC is divided by two for a nozzle length Lnoz = 0.03 m. This
value corresponds approximatively to the actual length of the baseline nozzle. In order to
confirm that the present methodology is relevant, a new LES computation of the OP-A
unstable case is performed with a nozzle extended by Lnoz = 0.03 m.
Figure 3.25 - Results of AVSP/DECBC computation for different extension Lnoz of the
nozzle geometry. Left: Frequency. Right: Growth rate.
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LES Results
The Run #3 (see Table 3.1) is chosen to test the geometry change of the nozzle. A new
mesh is generated so as to handle the new geometry of the nozzle. Note that for the
combustor as well as the geometrical details of the swirler, the grid refinement is similar
to the baseline mesh used in Run #3. Fig. 3.26 presents the pressure signal recorded at the
location of probe A (see Fig 3.3). At 0.12s of Run #3, the LES solution is interpolated on
the new mesh containing the extended nozzle. After a short transient, the flow reaches a
new state. The pressure is still oscillating with a pronounced frequency, but the amplitude
of the oscillation is severely reduced.
Figure 3.26 - Pressure signal from LES data at probe A.
Figure 3.27 - Spectra of pressure signals from LES data at probe A and for the OP-A
unstable case. Dotted line ( ): Baseline nozzle geometry (Run #3). Dot-dashed line
with black circles ( ● ): Extended nozzle (Lnoz = 0.03 m).
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Figure 3.27 presents the modulus of the Fourier transform of the pressure signal
recorded at probe A for computations with the baseline nozzle (Run #3) and the ex-
tended nozzle. The mean value has been subtracted. A DMD analysis is also performed
and results are gathered in Figs. 3.28 and 3.29 for computations with the baseline (left
images) and the extended nozzle (right images).
When the combustor is mounted with the nozzle extended by a segment of length Lnoz =
0.03 m, the pressure amplitude of the first mode is approximatively five times smaller than
in the baseline configuration. This result exhibit a stronger damping of pressure oscillations
than in the AVSP/DECBC study, but one should note that in this latter methodology
the dissipation of entropy waves is not taken into account during their convection in the
modelled nozzle. Consequently the damping rate found by AVSP/DECBC is expected to
be under-predicted. The present LES result is now in the range of the amplitude found
with the analysis of the stable OP-B case (see right image of Figs. 3.9 and 3.10). Moreover,
the frequency of this mode (323 Hz with the baseline nozzle) is shifted to 314 Hz, which is
consistent with the results predicted by the AVSP/DECBC methodology (see Fig. 3.25).
Figure 3.28 - Pressure amplitude (volume weighted L2 norm) spectrum of the DMD
analysis of the LES computation of Run #3. Left: baseline nozzle. Right: extended nozzle
(Lnoz = 0.03 m). The frequency is R(λn).
The modulus of the pressure and temperature for the DMD mode at 314 Hz are depicted
in the top and middle images of Fig. 3.30. The relative phase of the temperature and
pressure mode is also recorded along the combustor, from the swirler to the exit nozzle.
The path where the data are extracted is represented by a white line and the phase is
plotted in the bottom of Fig. 3.30. Similarly with the DMD analysis of the unstable
OP-A case with the baseline nozzle (see Fig. 3.11), the relative phase between pˆ and Tˆ
is still pi. However in the case of the extended nozzle, the amplitude of the temperature
heterogeneities are approximatively reduced by five times. Consequently the amplitude of
the pressure generated at the nozzle is severely reduced with the same order of magnitude.
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Figure 3.29 - Amplification spectrum (I(λn)) of the DMD analysis of the LES compu-
tation of Run #3. Left: baseline nozzle. Right: extended nozzle (Lnoz = 0.03 m). The
frequency is R(λn).
Conclusions
In the present section, the Helmholtz solver AVSP coupled with the DECBC approach has
been used to perform a sensitivity analysis of the length of the downstream nozzle that ends
the combustion chamber. Such methodology shows that the growth rate of the unstable
mode can be significantly reduced when playing with the length of the nozzle. A new set
of LES computations have been performed with an extended geometry of the nozzle. The
combustion instability is severely reduced while the frequency is slightly shifted down, in
fair agreement with the AVSP/DECBC prediction. It could be argued that the length
extension of the nozzle is not applicable in an actual aero-engine configuration. This is
partly true but one should keep in mind that the purpose of this present section is to
demonstrate the potential of the methodology AVSP/DECBC to optimise the combustion
instability. A novel approach to design nozzles has been presented by Giauque et al. (2013).
It is based on genetic algorithms and allow to adjust several geometrical parameters at
the same time, in addition to the length of the sonic throat.
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Figure 3.30 - Pressure and temperature fluctuations for the first DMD mode at 314 Hz
of operating point OP-A with the optimised nozzle. Top: Pressure modulus over the
medium plane. Middle: Temperature modulus over the medium plane Bottom: phase of
the temperature ( ) and pressure ( ) along the path depicted by the white line.
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Conclusions and perspectives
High-fidelity computations of a realistic aerocombustor that features a strong low-
frequency instability under certain operating conditions have been performed. Exper-
iments show that the establishment of an instability depends to the first order on the
fraction of liquid water ingested by the engine. Large-Eddy Simulations (LES) proved
able to distinguish between the stable/unstable behaviours, the presence of water being
accounted for by lowering the inlet temperature of the air entering the combustion
chamber. Based upon two operating points representative of the stable/unstable states
of the combustor, a Dynamic Mode Analysis (DMD) has been performed on the recorded
LES data. For each case, a low frequency mode is found, featuring either strong or very
weak fluctuations of all physical variables. The DMD analysis demonstrates that pockets
of fluctuating entropy/temperature are created inside the combustor and convected to
the downstream nozzle, creating a reflected acoustic perturbation that goes back to the
flame.
A purely thermo-acoustic analysis has been performed with the Helmholtz solver AVSP.
The coupling between acoustics with the combustion is taken into account by an active
flame model based on a n− τ formalism. It has been shown that when the computational
domain is represented under the M = 0 assumption, a non-zero-Mach number element can
simply be taken into account by imposing a proper acoustic impedance at the boundaries
so as to mimic the mean flow effects in the outer, not computed flow domain. To this
respect, it has been demonstrated that the best way to define the boundary impedance
is the use of energetic state variables Jˆ and mˆ. This latter choice introduces an acoustic
energy flux mismatch at the M = 0/M ≠ 0 interface proportional to the square of the
Mach number, instead of being proportional to M when relying on the acoustic variables
pˆ and uˆ. The analytical asymptotic theory has been validated on a simple test case by
computing eigenmodes either by solving the Linearized Euler Equation or the zero-Mach
number Helmholtz equation. However, despite the fact that the high speed flow turbine is
properly taken into account with the help of a formalism that reduces the error introduced
in the acoustic domain, for both operating points results exhibit a damped eigenmode
which frequency is very far from the low-frequency mode observed in the experiments
and LES computations. This suggests that the mechanism leading to the combustion
instability relies on a coupling between entropy and acoustic waves inside the nozzle, and
as this latter mechanism is neglected in the Helmholtz analysis due to the zero-Mach
number assumption, the low-frequency mode can not be reproduced with this approach.
Conclusions and perspectives
A Delayed Entropy Coupled Boundary Condition (DECBC) model has been developed
as a mean to recover some of the convective effects when representing a thermo-acoustic
system under the zero-Mach number formalism. In this view, a simple model was first used
in order to assess the entropy fluctuations at the exit of the combustion chamber. This
model consists of two steps, one for the entropy generation in the flame region, a second
one for the convection/dissipation of the entropy spots through the combustion chamber.
This results in a transfer function which relates a reference acoustic velocity in the burner
and entropy at the exit of the chamber and which was assessed by post-processing LES
data via the DMD analysis. The acoustics generated by the convection of the entropy
spots through the exit nozzle are then treated by applying a proper boundary condition
which couples entropy and acoustic quantities.
Helmholtz computations coupled with the DECBC approach are conducted for both sta-
ble/unstable operating points. Results exhibit low-frequency eigenmodes with frequency,
growth rate and shape in very good agreement with the experimental and LES data. This
enlightens the major role played by the coupling between entropy and acoustic waves inside
the nozzle on the establishment of this combustion instability, contrary to the coupling
between the flame and the acoustics or the sound speed field which have a minor influence.
A limitation of the proposed approach is that the Helmholtz/DECBC solver must be
fed by data coming from LES results. This may appear as a strong limitation since
the cost of a LES must be paid before the DECBC methodology can be applied. Still,
the Helmholtz/DECBC approach remains useful in situations where the same upstream
velocity-exit entropy transfer function can be reused for multiple test conditions. The
potential of this strategy has been demonstrated by conducting a set of Helmholtz/DECBC
computations with different shapes of exit nozzle. It has been shown that the growth rate
of the unstable mode can be significantly reduced for a certain length of the nozzle. A
new set of LES computations have been performed with a selected nozzle geometry. The
combustion instability is severely reduced while the frequency is slightly shifted down, in
fair agreement with the AVSP/DECBC prediction.
Another potential field of application is the study of annular combustors; in this case,
one can imagine that a simple one sector LES (containing only one burner) could be
performed to feed a Helmholtz/DECBC computation of the whole annular combustor
with several identical burners, thus avoiding the extremely CPU demanding LES of the
full combustor. This strategy is justified if the flames behave independently and was
already used for accounting for the flame response in annular combustors.
In conclusion, the present thesis proposes a practical methodology to reproduce and
optimise low-frequency combustion instability at a very low computational cost. This
opens the way to possible repeated optimisation studies for the design of aero-engines
combustion chamber.
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Appendix A
Isentropic relations for
quasi-one-dimensional flow
Following the pedagogy of Shapiro (1953) or Anderson (1990), before any derivation of
equations it is convenient to introduce the concept of stagnation and critical states. If
one consider a point in an arbitrary flow field, this point is moving with a certain velocity
and Mach number M , and carry a certain static pressure p and temperature T . Now
if one imagine that the velocity is slow down to zero, the fluid will stagnate, and for
this particular state the static pressure and temperature will virtually change to their
stagnation values p0 and T0, respectively. In the same manner, is the flow is accelerated
to M∗ = 1 from its initial state, the flow properties will take the critical values T ∗ and
p∗. During this virtual change of the flow velocity, the process is assumed isentropic, i.e.
the flow is both adiabatic and reversible. Consequently, no heat is added to the flow and
there are no friction of dissipative effects.
A.1 Stagnation relations
Starting from the first law of the thermodynamic and the definition of the entropy (see
Shapiro, 1953; Anderson, 1990), one may write the following relation that express the
difference between two entropy states:
s − sref = Cv ln( p
pref
) −Cp ln( ρ
ρref
) (A.1)
The isentropic assumption assumes that s − sref = 0. From Eq. (A.1) it then comes the
following useful isentropic relations:
p
p0
= ( ρ
ρ0
)γ ; T
T0
= ( p
p0
) γ−1γ (A.2)
Isentropic relations for quasi-one-dimensional flow
with γ = Cp/Cv. In the same manner, any change in pressure dp is accompanied by a
corresponding isentropic change in density dρ, so that:
dp
dρ
= ∂p
∂ρ s
= c2 (A.3)
where c = √γp/ρ is the sound speed.
All states along a streamline lie on a line of constant entropy and have the same
stagnation temperature T0. The static temperature T at any point in the flow is related
to the stagnation temperature T0 by the following relation that only involves the gas
constant γ and the Mach number M = u/c:
T0
T
= 1 + γ − 1
2
M2 (A.4)
In the same way, introducing the relations of Eq. (A.2) into Eq. (A.4) leads to following
relations between the stagnation and static states for the variables p and ρ:
p0
p
= (1 + γ − 1
2
M2) γγ−1 (A.5)
ρ0
ρ
= (1 + γ − 1
2
M2) 1γ−1 (A.6)
A.2 Critical Mach number and area ratio
In the case of a quasi-one-dimensional flow, the cross-section of the streamtube that con-
tains the flow may vary with the distance. From the law of the mass conservation formu-
lated at Eq. (1.3), it comes the following relation:
ρuA = const (A.7)
where A is the cross-section area, ρ the density and u the flow velocity. Differentiation of
this latter equation and introduction of Eq. (A.3) leads to the useful area-velocity relation:
dA
A
− (M2 − 1) du
u
(A.8)
Different states depending on the Mach number M can be deduced from Eq. (A.8):
• Incompressible flow M → 0: is the limit corresponding to incompressible flow.
Eq. (A.8) reduces to Au = const.
• Subsonic flow 0 ≤ M < 1: a decrease in velocity is associated with a decrease in
area. This means that the velocity increases in a converging duct and decreases in
a diverging duct.
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• Supersonic flow M > 1: an increase in velocity is associated with an increase of the
area, and vice versa. Contrary to subsonic flow, the velocity increases in a diverging
duct and decreases in a converging duct.
• Sonic flow M = 1: Eq. (A.8) yields dA/A = 0. This mathematically corresponds to
two possible cross-section area, but only the minimum value has a physical meaning:
this is the sonic throat.
The sonic throat is interesting because it corresponds to the critical state M∗ and
its associated critical area A∗. From the mass conservation equation, this means that
ρuA = ρ∗u∗A∗. Consequently, it is possible to define a relation between the cross-section
area and the Mach number:
A
A∗ = 1M [( 2γ + 1)(1 + γ − 12 M2)]
1
2
γ+1
γ−1
(A.9)
The Mach number at any location of the duct is a function of the ratio of the local duct
area to the sonic throat.
A.3 Relations at a section change
If a stream tube has a section change defined by an area ratio A2/A1, all flow properties
in the section 2 can be deduced from the properties of the section 1. From the isentropic
assumption, critical and stagnation properties do not vary during the section change, so
that for example:
A2
A1
= (A/A∗)2(A/A∗)1 ; T2T1 = (T /T0)2(T /T0)1 ; p2p1 = (p/p0)2(p/p0)1 (A.10)
Finally, one can express the direct relations between state variables in section 2 from
their values in section 1. These relations are directly used in Sec. 1.4 for the computation
of the acoustic eigenmodes in the configuration where two tubes with different section area
are connected each other.
T2 = T1 [1 + 12(γ − 1)M21
1 + 12(γ − 1)M22 ] (A.11)
p2 = p1 [1 + 12(γ − 1)M21
1 + 12(γ − 1)M22 ]
γ
γ−1
(A.12)
ρ2 = ρ1 [1 + 12(γ − 1)M21
1 + 12(γ − 1)M22 ]
1
γ−1
(A.13)
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The Mach number M2 in the section 2 can not directly be expressed as a function of M1.
From Eq. (A.9) and using the relation A2A1 = (A/A∗)2(A/A∗)1 , it comes the following reformulation:
1
M2
[( 2
γ + 1)(1 + γ − 12 M22)]
1
2
γ+1
γ−1 − A2
A1
1
M1
[( 2
γ + 1)(1 + γ − 12 M21)]
1
2
γ+1
γ−1 = 0 (A.14)
The Mach number M2 can be found by solving the roots of Eq. (A.14) with the help of a
Newton-Raphson method (Moler, 2004). Two peculiarities must be noted:
• For a given Mach number M1 and a given area ratio A2/A1, there are either two
solutions for the final state of M2: one is subsonic, the other is supersonic. In the
particular case studied in §1.4, there are no sonic throat and the flow is subsonic
everywhere.
• When A2 is smaller than A1, for certain values of M1 there are no solutions for M2.
Physically this signifies that for given conditions at section 1, there is a maximum
contraction which is possible and corresponds to the sonic velocity at section 2.
Hence in the subsonic flow there is a maximum initial Mach number that can be
maintained. This phenomena is called choking.
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About the active flame model and
the evaluation of nlocal − τlocal fields
The AVSP code solves numerically as an eigenvalue problem the inhomogeneous Helmholtz
equation described at Eq. (2.41) and reproduced here as follow:
γ (x)p ∇ ⋅ ( 1
ρ(x)∇pˆ(x)) + ω2pˆ(x) = jω (γ(x) − 1) qˆ(x) (B.1)
where the sound speed c, the mass density ρ and the heat capacity ratio γ are local
variables. In order to close the problem, the flame that constitutes a forcing source is
often modelled as a purely acoustic element thanks to a n − τ type of model (Crocco,
1952):
qˆ(x) = nlocal(x)uˆ(xref)ejωτlocal(x) ⋅nref (B.2)
where nref and xref are the normal and the reference point, while uˆ is the fluctuating
velocity vector.
γ (x)p ∇ ⋅( 1
ρ(x)∇pˆ(x))+ω2 pˆ(x) = (γ(x)−1) nlocal(x)ejωτlocal(x)∇pˆ(xref) ⋅nrefρ(xref) (B.3)
The fields nlocal [J/m
4] and τlocal [s] are dependent on space and frequency. The mod-
elling of the flame is the most important part as it directly has an influence on the results,
especially on the stability of a thermoacoustic eigenmode. Most of the models rely on a
global description of the flame, connecting the global rate of heat release to the fluctuations
of velocity in the fresh gas upstream of the flame:
Qˆ = nguˆ(xref)ejωτg ⋅nref (B.4)
In the latter expression, the term Qˆ [W] represents the fluctuations of heat release rate
integrated over the total volume, ng and τg are parameters representative of the amplitude
and time delay of the flame response. Their unit are [J/m] and [s], respectively.
About the active flame model and the evaluation of nlocal − τlocal fields
The global model described at Eq. (B.4) is only justified in the case of a compact flame
(the thickness of the flame is smaller than the wavelength of the eigenmode), which is not
the most general case. The alternative, more consistent with Eq. (2.41), is to use a local
flame model that allows to write a flame transfer function for each point of the domain,
like Eq. (B.2). The relation between the global and local formulations is given by the
relation between the global heat release rate Qˆ and the heat release rate by volume unit
qˆ(xref), as follow:
Qˆ = ∫
Vf
qˆ(xref) dV (B.5)
where Vf is the volume of the flame.
Three possible scenario arise depending upon the origin of the data characterising the
flame response:
B.1 From experimental measurements
In some cases, one should want to use experimental data. The experiments allow to
measure the global characteristics of the flame response, i.e. ng and τg, but do not give
any informations on the local information. One must check with the experimenters that
the given values of ng are consistent with Eq. (B.4). Indeed, experimenters often use
another Ng defined by Qˆ = Q uˆuNgejωτg where Ng is made non-dimensional. As the time
delay is generally not a problem, the interaction index must be checked. If experimenters
give Ng, hence ng = Ng Qu where Q must be given by experimenters and corresponds to the
total heat release of the burner (in [W]).
The use of Eqs. (B.2), (B.4) and (B.5) allows to write the relation between the fields
nlocal − τlocal and ng and τg:
∫
Vf
nlocal(x)ejωτlocal(x) dx = ngejωτg (B.6)
Of course it exists an infinity of nlocal − τlocal fields that satisfy this latter relation. One
solution is to suppose that nlocal and τlocal are 0 everywhere except in the flame zone where
they are constant. This assumption leads to:
nlocal = ng
Vf
(B.7)
τlocal = τg if x ∈ Vf (B.8)
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B.2 From a theoretical model
The analytical model of Crocco (1952) for an infinitely thin 1D flame is:
Qˆ = Sf γp
γ − 1ncroccouˆ(xref)ejωτcrocco ⋅ nref (B.9)
where Sf is the flame surface and p the mean pressure. Similarly to the procedure described
for the experimental case, the use of Eqs. (B.2), (B.4) and (B.9) leads to:
Sf
γP0
γ − 1ncroccoejωτcrocco = ∫Vf nlocalejωτlocal dx (B.10)= Sfδfnlocalejωτlocal (B.11)
Hence, it comes the following expressions for nlocal and τlocal:
nlocal = γP0
γ − 1 1δf nCrocco (B.12)
τlocal = τcrocco if x ∈ Vf (B.13)
where δf is the flame effective thickness solved by the AVSP code and Vf = Sfδf is the
flame volume in the simulation.
B.3 From a LES computation
In this case a LES computation of either a forced flame or an auto-sustained flame can
be used. The fields of nlocal and τlocal can be directly extracted from a series of snapshots
sufficiently time resolved. From Eq. (B.2) it comes:
F (x, ω) = qˆ(x)
uˆ(xref) = nlocal(x)ejωτlocal(x) (B.14)
Hence,
nlocal(x) = ∣F (x, ω)∣ (B.15)
τlocal(x) = φ(x, ω)
R (ω) if I (F (x, ω))∣F (x, ω)∣ < 0 (B.16)
= 2pi − φ(x, ω)
R (ω) if I (F (x, ω))∣F (x, ω)∣ ≥ 0 (B.17)
with φ(x, ω) = arccos(R (F (x, ω))∣F (x, ω)∣ )
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Note that the main difficulty is to compute the complex values of qˆ(x) and uˆ(xref).
This can be done by performing a Fourier transform of the recorded signals of q′(x, t) and
u′(xref , t) at the frequency of interest. However the use of a Fourier transform rises two
problems:
• the total length time of the recorded signals needs to be significant so as to provide
enough unstable cycles. When a flame transfer function is sought for a low-frequency
phenomena, this can lead to a high computational cost.
• the frequency at which the flame transfer function is computed needs to be known
a priori. This is not a problem in the case of a flame that reacts linearly to an
acoustic forcing, but in the case of an auto-sustained unstable flame the frequency
is not necessarily known.
An alternative to the Fourier transform technique is to use the Dynamic Mode Decom-
position (see Sec. 3.3). The DMD addresses the two problems cited above, because this
method gives relevant results even when only a few period are considered (see Schmid,
2010), and the frequency is a result and does not need to be known a priori.
B.3.1 Validation of the computation of nlocal − τlocal fields from the DMD
analysis
The following section is devoted to the validation of a numerical tool developed in the
present thesis to compute the nlocal − τlocal fields from the DMD. A 2D premixed flame
is pulsated at the frequency of 1000 Hz. The fields of nlocal − τlocal are computed from
a DMD analysis and compared to the current AVBP tool which relies on the classical
Fourier transform method.
Figure B.1 - Geometry and boundary conditions of the 2D flame configuration.
The computational domain is depicted in Fig.B.1. A static pressure of 100000 Pa is
imposed at the outlet boundary condition. At the inlet a mixture of propane and air
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is injected within stoichiometric proportions (YC3H8 = 0.06, YO2 = 0.219, YN2 = 0.72)
at a temperature of T = 300 K. The inlet velocity is imposed with the following profile
uinlet(y) = u0 (1 − y2/y20) with u0 = 4 m/s and y0 = 0.65 mm. The flame is forced by a
pulsation of amplitude 0.4 m/s and frequency 1000 Hz is introduced at the inlet velocity.
The time step between each recorded snapshot is 0.1e−4 ms. The DMD is performed
over a base constructed with 300 snapshots, i.e. 3 periods. For the The Fourier transform
method the signals are recorded over 30 periods. Results are depicted in Figs. B.2 and
B.3. As expected the fields of nlocal and τlocal are exactly the same.
This simple test case proves that the DMD can be used for the computation of the
fields of nlocal and τlocal. Results are relevant for a snapshot database that contains a few
periods. The frequency does not need to be known a priori and is a result of the DMD
analysis.
Figure B.2 - Fields of nlocal at 1000 Hz computed with the Fourier transform method
(top) and the DMD (bottom).
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Figure B.3 - Fields of τlocal at 1000 Hz computed with the Fourier transform method
(top) and the DMD (bottom).
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Appendix C
Discretisation procedures
This appendix is devoted to the details of the discretisation of the operator ∇ ⋅ (1/ρ ∇)
applied to any node of the mesh denoted j. The AVSP code relies on a volume finite
formulation and the discrete values of the pressure field are stocked at the nodes of the
mesh. The pressure gradients are computed at the center of each element. Two situations
are considered:
• the node j is located inside the domain;
• the node j is located at a boundary of the domain.
Note that only the case in 2D is considered, the extension to 3D follows the same proce-
dures.
C.1 Evaluation of ∇⋅(1/ρ ∇) pˆ∣j for a node j inside the domain
As depicted in Fig. C.1 the node j is surrounded by 6 elements Ωei, with i = 1 . . .6 the
number of the element. A dual cell ΩNj with an associated volume SNj is virtually created
by connecting the centroid of each element Ωei, the node j being the center of ΩNj . In the
element Ωei the normals ni1 and ni2 are facing outward while li1 and li2 are the lengths
of the vertices connecting the centroid of Ωei and the midpoints.
The discrete value of ∇⋅(1/ρ ∇) pˆ at the node j is computed by averaging over the dual
cell:
∇ ⋅ (1/ρ ∇) pˆ∣j = 1
SNj
∫ ∫
ΩNj
∇ ⋅ (1/ρ ∇) pˆ dS (C.1)
The Green-Ostrogradsky theorem allows to express the volume integral as a surface inte-
Discretisation procedures
Figure C.1 - Schematic representation of a dual cell (in grey) surrounding a node j.
Figure C.2 - Schematic representation of a generic element Ωei.
Figure C.3 - Computation of ∇pˆ∣Ωei over a generic element Ωei. The values of the
pressure field is stocked at the nodes j, i and i + 1.
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gral of the fluxes leaving the volume:
∇ ⋅ (1/ρ ∇) pˆ∣j = 1
SNj
∫
δΩNj
1/ρ ∇pˆ ⋅ n dL (C.2)
In the 2D case depicted in Fig. C.2 this latter equation may be reformulated to:
∇ ⋅ (1/ρ ∇) pˆ∣j = 1
SNj
6∑
i=1 1/ρ∣Ωei ∇pˆ∣Ωei ⋅ (li1ni1 + li2ni2) (C.3)
Application of the Thale`s theorem leads to li1ni1 + li2ni2 = 1/2Lini. Eq. (C.3) then
simplifies to the following relation:
∇ ⋅ (1/ρ ∇) pˆ∣j = 1
SNj
6∑
i=1 1/ρ∣Ωei ∇pˆ∣Ωei ⋅ 12Lini (C.4)
Following the notations depicted in Fig. C.3, the pressure gradient ∇pˆ∣Ωei is computed
by averaging over each element Ωei:
∇pˆ∣Ωei = 1SΩei ∫Ωei p n dL (C.5)
As the values of the pressure are stocked at the nodes of each elements, it comes the
following relation:
1
SΩei
∫
Ωei
p n dL = 1
SΩei
[(pj + pi+1)Lei2
2
nei2 + (pj + pi)Lei1
2
nei1 + (pi + pi+1)Lei2
2
ni]
(C.6)
Then the pressure gradient takes the expression:
∇pˆ∣Ωei = 12SΩei [piLei2nei2 + pjLini + pi+1Lei1nei1] (C.7)
Note that the values of ∇ ⋅ (1/ρ ∇) pˆ∣j are stocked in the matrix A in Eq. (2.56).
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Figure C.4 - Schematic representation of a dual cell (in grey) surrounding a node j
located on a boundary.
C.2 Evaluation of ∇⋅(1/ρ ∇) pˆ∣j for a node j on the boundary
of the domain
The case where a node j is located at a boundary differs to interior case in the sense that
the dual cell is truncated. The node j is then surrounded by three elements only. The
pressure gradient may be expressed with the help of the impedance. This is the so-called
Robin boundary condition. The Eq. (2.53) is recalled here in the formalism of the node j:
∇pˆ ⋅ n∣j = jω
cjZj
pˆj (C.8)
Application of Eq. (C.4) over the three elements surrounding the node j leads to:
∇ ⋅ (1/ρ ∇) pˆ∣j = 1
SNj
[1/ρ∣Ωe1∇pˆ∣Ωe1 ⋅ 12L1n1+ 1/ρ∣Ωe2∇pˆ∣Ωe2 ⋅ 12L2n2 + 1/ρ∣Ωe3∇pˆ∣Ωe3 ⋅ 12L3n3 (C.9)− 1/ρ∣Ωe1∇pˆ∣Ωe1 ⋅ l13n − 1/ρ∣Ωe3∇pˆ∣Ωe3 ⋅ l33n ]
From Eq. (C.8) it comes:
1/ρ∣Ωe1∇pˆ∣Ωe1 ⋅ l13n − 1/ρ∣Ωe3∇pˆ∣Ωe3 ⋅ l33n = 1ρjcj (jωZj pˆj)(l13 + l33) (C.10)
Note that Eq. (C.10) is stocked into the diagonal matrix B in Eq. (2.56). For the
Delayed Entropy Coupled Boundary Condition (DECBC), Eq. (C.10) takes the following
form:
1/ρ∣Ωe1∇pˆ∣Ωe1 ⋅ l13n − 1/ρ∣Ωe3∇pˆ∣Ωe3 ⋅ l33n= 1
ρjcj
(jω
Zj
pˆj +RSAZj − 1
Zj
GusGce
jω(τus+τc)∇pˆref
ρjref
)(l13 + l33) (C.11)
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